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T H A N K F U L N E S S

Nowadays, wlien a social crisis is becoming deeper, our moral

values are disappearing, as educator of the new generations,

we oug-th to renew the gratefulness which we owe to those who

bave intelligently and accurantely contributed to a.ir progress,

devoid of selfishness, arid profoundly involved in their per

manent d.esire of fonuing, free men, enriched by the lates

pedagogical advances, with a olear consciousness of the soial

prcblems that affect education.

Being a teacher, 1 ougth to teach with my own example, there

fore, in front of the effort and uninterested 000peration, 1

uld like to express my special thankfulness to

- The Dean of the Private Technical University of Loja;

- The Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy arid Education;

- The Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy and Education;

- Director arid Vice-director of the School of Uariguage of the

Private Technical University of Loja;

- Coordinador of Centro Asociado de Quito, who very sensitively

ardteaching gift lcd me to where 1 stand now;

- Professors, Teachers and all the institutions which in one

way or another assisted and provided me their help on this

thesis.

1 would also like to thank "Rafael Laea and French" Schools,

their Directors aM Teachers who played remarkably important

part in the achievement reached by this research.



PRESENTATION

The Faculty of Pilosophy and Education, has lately strengthened

its philosophic principies of accomplishing a dernocratic and

scientific National Education, deeply attached to the popular

interest, which is the by-product of the socio-economic reality

that our nation is going tbrough.

Teachers and students long for a kind of education which starting

from scientific investigation, will conjugate the theore tic )iow

ledge with the practical aption, in order that the effort we ah

make, wihl ahlow for a new educational order to grow where sience

and the peopie's benefit would reign, and the scientificreasoning

woulcl be the guidehine for our action.

This is the outiining which has encouraged me to carry out this

research, aware of the responsabiiity imphied in uriderstanding

these -goals, today as a student, tomorrow as a professional.

This demDcratic spirit leads me to giving my effort in order to

analize comparativeiy the didactic procedures in the teaching

of Enghish in the Basic Cycle. 1 am positive tbis will contribute

to strengthen the undestanding and usage of ttie renewed didactic

procedures which will facilitate the teaching-learning process.



I liope this research will produce fruitful results for tbe well-

being of Education and the teaching of The English Language ir

particular, and specially for our youth so much longing for

changes which aspires to and demands an education according to

their goals and requirements.



P R O L O O U E

This researob is an aid as a student of the sixth level of

the school of Larguages of the Faculty of Philosophy and

Science Education of the Private Technical University of

Laja, with wich 1 hope to contribute in a positive way to

the solution of part of the problems of the Ecuadoriari

Educat ion.



INTRODUCTION

Tbe aim this as far as Fm concerned, occupies nowadays one of the

irst relevant topics witbin Hunri Science arid this because it

isn't hard to see the axial place of the lariguage in our world.

In my analysis 1 mention points of vital impor'tarice that have

operated pedagogic field. whiçh doesn!t imply a revolution, but

such situation takes on a variety of orientation, schools, stuies

and publications which at ties rnake it harder to follow the

guidelines.

The nature of language -ponts new ways in the teaching-leaniing

process in a systematic arid clear way; the counter positon of

the different Linguistic theories, pointing out that linguistics,

as a part of knowledge, is a deep inside the social problems, and

is the product of the needs and progress of man.

I've chosen audio-lingual or mechanical, rational orcognositive

didactic methodsin experimental analystic contrast in which we

compare the knowledge attained in bibliographic and documentary

sources.



JUSTIFICATION

As a student of the sixth level of the Sobool of Unguage of the

Private Technical University of Loja, aware of the responsabflity

1 have in front of the youth of my country and their success

tlirough For'eing Language acquisition, speciaJLly English, 1 have

elaberated this reserch with the followirig title

"COMPARED INVESTIGATION BEIWEEN THE AUDIO-LINGUAL OR MECHANICAL AND

RATIONAL GR COGNOSCITIVE DIDACTI'C PROCEDURES IN TI-TE TEACHING OF

ENGLISH TO THE STJDENTS OF TI-TE BASIC CYCLE".

The problem is wbat kind of procedure the teacher must use in the

Teaching of the English Language, and whicb teaching pattern must

be followed to facilitate the acquisition of the best teachirig -

learning process.

To carry out this research 1 used Method, techniques arid field

instruments, since, the topic being ceritered it was necessary to

carefully control its variables.



A I M S

1. Conceivirig . a science in which language is not showri as a group

of logical, historical, physiological and sociological elernents

but in which basically lariguages will be understood as an au -

tonomous unit, a whole in a particular way.

2. Achieve a wide and sure }Knowiedge of graiar to be taJ<en advan

tage of the teacl-iing.-learning process.

3. Analize didactic procedures of the teaching of the English

Language in the Basic Cycle, to try to give a solution, to use

the audio-lingual and cognoscit±ve technique.

GOALS

GENERAL

1. To analize ever so carefully the procedures nowadays being used

in the teaching of the English Language, in order to replace such

procedures for other more efficjen-t ones.

2. To realate the conduct of the mechanical learning to the learning

though sibols in the studerit of the Basic Cycles.



3. lo propase on of the audio-lingual and congnoscitive procedures

which gives the b2st result witb the teaching of graninar asid

that adapts itself to the foreing language.

SPECIFIC

1. To describe the difference between Nechanical Granvnar with the

Transformational one, so that the student of the Pasic Cycle can

be able to Know Gran'nnar in general.

2. To differentíate anong the technical methods, and didactic pro

cedures nodays being used in the teaching of granimar in the

English Language,

3. To study the clidactic procedures for the teaching of the English

Lasiguage at a Easic level.

4. To detenninate the characteristics of the cognoscitive procedures

of the teaching-learning of English.



GENERAL CHAPACTERI STICS

REFERENCE FRAME
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GRIGINALITY

The theme here has riot been investigated before because of the lack

of a document which verifies the accurancy of thé procedures realted

to the investigatiori which tríes to compare the audio-lingual and

the rational-cognoscitive didactc method.

1 believe this topic meets the characteristics of exclusivity since

an inve stigation compared betweeri both didactic procedures has never

been carried out here.

The first, known as audio-lingual procedu.re wbich present a complex

process of learning to understand speak read and write the English

Language. To accomplish the purposes of the procedures has been

divided in sorne sections ; conversation, adaptation. study, practio,

spea]<ing, .reading and pronunciation.

The second procedure has a new scientific conception within the

frasne of the Ecuadorian education and this is how, with its in -

fluences in any Human Science it afects so much that nowadays it's

aJinost imssib1e to progress without linguistic inforination, be

cause it is undeniable that the structuralism is the 0ff spring of

linguistics.
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Therefore, the theme is original since it rneets the characteristics

of exclusivity and of being a new scientific conception.
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SCIENTIFIC	 TRASCEDENCY

The scientific trarisceridence is the metbodologic process of the

audio-lingual or mechariical and rational or cognoscitive proce

dures which was used in the developmerit of the therne, being

very important for the conversion of the objective or scientif±c

knowledge, previous the necessary.

The scientific trascendence s identified through a pattern of

teacl-iing as a means of efficient rneans acquisition in the process

of teaching-.learning.

And finaily, provide thé teactier with ari effective and dinarnic

process of learning.
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TEIUO-SPATIAL LOCATION

The tbeme investigated ws experented in tbe "Rafael Larrea and

French" Schols of Quito.

These schools were chosen Lecause 1 was given all the facilities

for the sI-owing and the best disposition from principal and

teachers.

A calender arid a practical experiientation schedule was proposed

wh.jch was sent to the authorities to be approved.

Before the requisite,the investigation work was focuseci on the

tliree courses of the Basic Cycle; in the fohiowing activities

1. Preparation of the class plans, giving special emphasis in

the strict scientific and real sense, apphicable to our

environment.

(Preparation of didactic material)

2. Student-Teachers's self-rrotivation, and students motivation

according to the theme investigated.

3. Preparation of the didactic material.



. Cornplimentary Activities.

It was cerned out in hours according to the schedule fon English

in said School.
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W 1 D T 1-1

The investigation of the theme was cerned out in the Prívate

Co-educational French School and Rafael Larrea Scbool according

the simple uriion in wbicl-i the studerits of the first, second and

ttuird courses were distributed in Stratuses.

The foflowing formula was used fon the selection of each group:

FEZ
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CI-IAPTER II

IJNGUI STIC THEORIES

Gra1Turar in the 20th century has constituted a purely lic

guistic theory and it has acquired a scientific state

with its own right; in this way, its stops being a part

of phylosophy.

Linguistics is the scientific study of language, the science

that studies all the aspects referred to language. Within

the linguistic discipline there are several interdependant

areas of study, such as : Theorical. Linguistics, Descriptive

Liriguistics, Comparative Linguistics, Historical Linguistics,

Apphied Linguistics. Any of these areas may involve the

study of a particular language, that is how we can talk

aut a German Comparative Linguistics, or for exanipie,alout

a French Apphied Linguistics.

Our study starts From Structurahism which is the current

that characterizes the Scientific Investigation of Ehis

century.

2.1.	 HISTORIAL RA}KGROUND

Several centuries before our era the grarnmr of Panini is

known it deals with the writing of Sanscrit through a system
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of morphophoniic rules to the level of language that ±5

used as a connection between the phonetic and graninatical

writing, since Sariscrit is considered as an essential

pattern for the descniption of languages.

Panini lived to the Northwest of India near the present city

of Attock (Pakistan). He had many predecesors andhis granunar

is the culmination of one tradition and the entry to other

grairunars. It has been estimated that there are more thr one

lhousand sanscrit works on the Panin±ari pattern.

The grammar of Panini naned uEight Books' T ; each of the

books is divided into four sections which contairi defini-

tion and rules, and its objetive is the spoken language,

The granimar has about four thounsarid rules from the exclu

sively synchronic point of view, aM the uriit which gov

erus the fundtions is the sentence.

When entering the study of Modems Linguistics we have

garthered infonnation from the móst outstanding Linguist±c

of our century.

2.2.	 FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE

He is the linguist that fonnulates the bases of Modern Liri

guistics, the master who gaye much contributi.on to it;
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with him, Linguistics suffers a radical transformation with

the creation of the Synchrnic Linguistics of Descriptive

Linghistics. Fi-orn Saussure on, any theory has been used to

critize his theory ci- to enrich it; it has given place to

the followirig valuable contributions

a) Birth and enrichment of new grarmars nained structural

grainrnars.

b) Enrichment of the theory of Cornrnuriication.

c) Enrichrnent and scientificity of literary theories.

d) Valuable contribution to the tecbnique of teacbing

foreign languages.

After Saussur&s death, two of bis pupils Charles Bally

and Albert Sechehaye, put in order the notes of thestudents

who attended the courses didacted by Saussure at the uruiver

sity of Ginebra between 1908 and 1911, as a result, the bok

tT Course of General Linguistics' was published in 1913.

The first thing Saussure cared about was to establish the

status of Linguistics as a sciencie, rnarking off its objetive

and defining its purpose, .in one hand, describing the lean

guage, building its history of the fanilies of languages.
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fomulating the general laws that wl interpret the par

ticular phenomenon already studied.-ffne general¡ zationwould

pen-nit the simplifica-Lion of the analysis.-He establishes

the dicotomy between language asid speech. Dicotomy would

involve the rnany aspects such as sounds with ideas, so

ciability with individuality, etc.

"Suassure says thAt languge asid speech are interdependari-t;

Without speech language is riot established.

.without lariguage, speech would not be inteligible.

But he selects as an object of linguistics to language for

it is the only sensible th,ing to an oin definition, insuch

a way that the linguistio problem is essentially semiologic".

( 1 ) (Serniology is a more general science in which the

Historical or Diachronic Linguistics and the syrichronic or

Descriptive Liriguistics are included).

The system of language, for Suassure, is a set.of solidary

elements called signs. "The Saussurean sigu is ari entity

formed by a a sigriificance an a significant (a concept asid

acoustic image), Both psychic tt ( 2 )

( 1 )KOVACcI, Ofelia, Tendencias Actuales de la Gramática, Edicio
nes 1Iar,miar, Buenos Aires-Argentina 1977-
Pág. 21

( 2 )KOVAccI, Ofelia, Tendencias actuales dela rajntica. Edicio
oes Marnar. Buenos Aires-Argntina 1977.
Pág. 22
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t 'The sigYi is lineal, it deyeopes througt the time beca,use

of its acousti,c natue. The nelatonship beteen botb cases

is anbitnaty, that res, the pe is no natural motivation

fon the determined significance joined to a determined

significarlt lr . ( 3)

Fon example

The sign HOUSE joins to distint significants

in different languages.

Spanish : CASA

Freiich	 MAJSON

The significant is arbitnany in reldtion to the significance

but in nelation to its usage fon the linguistic community

it is imposed and obligaton, In this sense, the sigo is

unchangeable since it resists the change. It is defined

this way so that thene exists a language which is necsany

fon a linguistic conTnunity because language is a social fact.

One the other, hand, out of the time, the linguistic reality

is not complete; it is tbe time that shows effect of social

forces that act in ttie language and make the language c tenge,

and the sigo is changeable dischronically.

This background pointed aut by Saussure constitutes rhe base
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to the fonxtionand development of new hyxthesis and

generalizations which we expcse aHead.

2.3.	 TI-lE LINGLJISTIC CIRCLE OF PRAGUE

Founded in 1925. It is the Linguistic School whichreacted

against the fora1ist tendericy. Those who belonged to this

circle were :.from CzchoslovaJia : B. Havrariek, J.M.lKorinek,

V. Matl-iesius, J. Vacheck, and B. Trnka; the Russianas 	 R.

Jacobson, N. Troubetzkoy anci S, Karceyski. The 1ast three

were the editors of a program for the study of the Un -

guistic sounds based in the Saussurean distinction of lan

guage and speech, arid it emphasized the investigation of

the structural laws of the phonological systens so syncbro

nic one. This progran- was presented in The First Interna

tional Congress or Linguists in la Haya in 1928.

In their thesis thye established

- The recognition of two disciplines : Phonetics arid

Phonology.

- Language is a system of means of expression appropriate

for an objective.
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- The idea of language a,s a functional system is undelined.

llie phonical ,gran1ntical ad lexical structure of a lan-

guage depends on the lingdistic function and npdes of

realization.

- The distinction betweeri intelectual language and affectiye

language.

-	 guage in tbe social aspect 	 een the fction of

communication arid the poetic function.

- It establishes the modes of realization; oral and written

language, alternatiye language or monologue.

- The need of the synchronic study but without opposition

to the diachronic study. ( 4

2.4.	 SECOND EPOCH OF TI-lE SCHOOL OF P1AGUE

After the war, there is more emphasis in the gramatical

studies. Tley, uriderstand by Structuralisrn the analysis of

the relations among seguents of a language which, at its

time it is considered as a whole hierarchically organized.

4 ) DAVIS, Phi!-ID 	I-lodern Theories of language. Prentice Hall,
INC. New Jersey-U.S.A. 1973- Pá g . 114
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Linguistics as a. systen of signs which po±nt out to an

extralinguistic reality. The structural analysis leads to

the fornt±on of the laws which govern tbe organization of

the facts as a difference from the natural laws. Lingiistics

is nor'motecbnical, that means, valid and verified only with

in cer'tain temporal limits.

The numbers of the Circie of Prague, nasned themselves func

tionalists because of Mthesisus who worked to formulate a

functional granmar.

After the Sixth International Congress of Lunguists,in each

level, the analysis is caried out from the foliowing two

points of view

a) Paradigmatic Phonology , and Sintaguatic Phono1ogy.

b) Paradiguatic Morphology , and Sintaguatic Morphology.

c) Paradigrtic Syntax and Sintagnatio Syntax.

2.5.	 LGUIS HJELMSLEV

He is the linguistic who developes the theory called Glose

rnatics, with . the ccllaIration of S.J. Uldali in part.
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He1ms1ev calis tbe Structural Linguistics : A set of inves

tigations based in the hypothesis that a scientific descxip

tion implies to consider a language as en autonornous entity

of internal dependence, it is, a structure.

He tries to discover the stucture of a lariguage in what it

has constency, in what .t nakes to be itself at any its de

monstrations independantely of any extralinguistic reality

(Physical, physio1ogic1, psychological, ontological , 1ogio1)

in other words, as ar autonorrious entity. He points out that

language is such en object that behind its sequences (process)

it is possible to discover a system and this one ppnnits to

analize the process through a certain number of premises.

In the .process he takes a limited number of elements in

various combinations and the possibili-ties of combination

per-Lit to assigri the élements to a detennined class.

When establishing the general estimation of all the possible

cornbina-tions, the level of en exact science is gathered, able

to preverit all kind to possible occurrences and theconditions

for its reahization. It was bis purpose to estabhish en

inminent algebra çf the language.
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It had to meed three condictioris

a) lo be autocorisistent, not contradictory.

b) Exhaustive.

c) Ihe most simple as possible.

The theory must be appropiate : applicable to all the facts

of the experience, in this way, Glosematics is a theorywhich

is apphicable to all synchronic states of language.

2.6. LEONARD BLOOMFIEU)

He carnes out a fundamental wonk within the Northarnenican

Structurahism, in which he estabhishes the Mechanicist

Linguistics shown in bis "Language'T.

He defines the languagea.s a corrununity of speech, as the

totahity of the omissioris that can be done. He devehopes and

spreads methodologically the fundaintal concepts of the

postulates of language since the method cahls fon

a) To estabhish exphicitah1y wht is supposed.

b) lo define the value and the scope of the concepts.
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c) To decide which un±ts and which relaticos are.

Tbe complete list of the morohemes of a language constitute

its lexicon. He defines granar as a set of s±gnificative

cbmbinations of fonns. To the types of grauruaticai fonns,

he reduces them to three.

1. Types of sentences ; A for'm may constitue en emission

by itself.

2. Constructions Fors may be combined.

3. Substitutions Certain fonns are conventional substítutes,

2.7.	 NOAM CHOMS1Ç'

This linguist telis aut the Generative Transformational

Crennar, he establishes its principies in the Cartesian

thorough which is based in rationalistic conclusions. He

considers the linguistic structure a mental reality, in a

big part inaccesible to the direct observation. He intends

toconstruct a general formalized theory having as a central

notion of the linguist±c theory to the linguistic ievelwhicb

consists of descriptive mechanisms; these ieyeis are logical

and the theory irakes it pos sibie to develon a mechanical
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method for the selection of appropria .te can lrs,

Chomsky defines a language as a finite nr inlinite set of

finite sentences in its length, built as a finite group of

elements.

uGramnx is a mechanism to generate, to produce the sentences

of a languages and Syntax is the set óf principlés and proc-

ess for the construction of sentences . ( 	 ) rflemccsfl

of a graimr must be presented abstractly in a theory of the

linguistic structure ., that is to say, in a general fonTlized

theory wbich peroits to discover the inadequation of certain

cónclusions or to provide automatically other new and conrec:t

ones; a method to discover granurar from a given corpus, that

means, a practical and mechanic method wbich establishe how

a grarnmar is constituted. Resides, a theory tbat may have an

other objective for a sra1ler scope : to provide procedures

of decission, also a practical and mechanical method which

permits to establish if with a given corpus and a granmer,

tbis is the correct one for that corpus without having in

mmd how it has been consiltuted.

Chomsky is not very interested in procedures of discovery

tbat seem to come froni the difficuity oí- this rigorcus for

n1ization, exhaustive and simple that the procedure be
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mechanic; he adnits, neyethe1ess, apy procedure to ge to

the granuiar without the need of being objetive. One the

contrary, the method for eyaluation of a graiuiar already

built must be objective, being the theory the measurement

for objectivity. He defines so, that the theory must be

expianatory and the psychological point of view is very

useful because the psychological problem is important,

Finaily, according to Chonsky the liriguistic stTucture is

a mental reality in a big part inaccesible to the direct

observation; As Gener'tive Graniar, it is undertood that

it is simply a system rules which in a certain way it is

explicit and well defined, it transcribes structural de-

- scriptions to sentences,

Tbis creative aspect of the usage of language has tbree

importarit observations

a) The normal use of language is innovative or infinite in

its purpose, that is, it is not a matter of repetition,

nor the storage of a group of patterns, but something

we create every time wé speak.

b) Ie normal use of language is free fi-orn the control of

stimulus which makes of it a real instrument of thought

and expression.



c) 1-he norm1 use of language is coberent and apprcpriate

to each situation.
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CHAPYE. SI

SYNTAX - CARTESIAN LINGUISTICS

3.1.	 INTRODLJCCION

Before we start studying asid ana.lysing the Cartesian bm

guistics, let us place ft within the history of Linguistics,.
Two principal theories have dominated the linguistic

the centuries

Structuralist or Empiricism and lRationalism, The structuralist

theory, represented by Leonaíd B1oomfield rrinly, states that

' tA lenguage is a set of habits and its adquisition is done

through stimulus response; beLng the sound the most important

part of the language because it is observable and measurableT1.

5 ) On the other hand, the rationalist theory, represented

by Boam Chomsky mainly, states that :' TA language is not only

a set of habits but mainly a complex mental process and its

acquisitiori is possible due to then human brain in highlyde

signed for this mental process". ( 6 ) Rationalism gives a

Language N.M. University Press. 1958
Pág. 105

Linguística Cartesiana. Biblioteca
Romántica Hispánica. Edit. Credos
S.AS Madrid-Págs. 95-105-108.

5 ) BLOOMFIELD, Leonard.

( 6 ) CHOMSKY, Noem.
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great importance to reason and its nanie deriyates fxojii this

term. For this theory, sound is not the only imporancepart

of the language, but the whole structure of the system.

With these antecedents, the term Cartesian Lingustics comes

from Descartes' though, a French Phiiosopher of the XVII

century, that in his works "ietaphysie Neditatlons" and

"Discourses of Method" states bis rationalist concepts

"The mastery arid iniportarice of reasori in all shores where

the human being acts". ( 7 ) Chomsky cçrisiders tht the

main representants, from the linguistic point of view off

Descartes' thought are the authqrs of The Ganrna,r of Port

Royal

Arnauld and Uancelot in 1660 and then Humbolt in the• XVIII

century. The point of view stated by these authors is what

is called Cartesian Linguistics and Chomsky considers them

as bis predecessors of bis 1.inguistic thought.

3.2.	 DEVELOPINT

Cartesian Lingu.istics considers that : The mental process is

corunon to all human beings and therefore language differs in

the form of expression but not ja the expressed thoughts".

8 ) Langiage has an internal and an external aspect. A

7 ) CHOMSKY, Noam Linguística Cartesiana. Bihi. Rom&itica bis
pánica- Edit. Gredos S.A. Madrid. Pgs.95-105

8 ) CHOMSKY, Noam Lingustica Cartesjaaa. Bibi. Romántica bis
pnica. Edit. Gredas S.A. Madrid. Pág. 106
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pbrase can be studied from the point of view of how a,

thought is expressed, or from the point of view of its

physical appearance., in other words, from the semantic or

phonetic point of view. It is considered that is Syntax

there are tbree mental operations : to conceive, to judge

and to reason. In the simple construction the syntactic

relations are presented directly in the associations be

tweensuccessive words and the thought expressed by the

pbrase.

Within the Cartesian Linguistic framework, a descriptive

grammar studies sound and meaning, to which Chomsky calls

surface structure and deep structure. Cartesian Linguistcs

not only considers the descriptive grairmar hut principally

the general granniar; the universal principies of the struc

ture of the language. They consider that the main job of

grarninar in the express.ion of thought the word. They admit

tw classes of grarnmar the general grarnmar, consideredas

the science of the unchangeable and general principies of

the language, spoken or written, asid the particular graxrunar

considered as en art becaue it is the practical application

of the usual and arbitrary institution of a particular lan

guage to the general principies of the language.

The granimar of Port Royal considers that noun denotes the
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substance wbile adjective casi only denote the accident; Verb

gives the•pure asid sip1e logical. affirmation, To express

that the discourse whee this word is used is thediscourse

where tisis word is used is the discourse of a man who does

not only conceive things but he judges and affinns?t. (9

Caly due to a certain corruption of the logic of language,

verbs add to this use the evocatiori of other attributes,

tense, person, number asid over al-1 the substance of the

affirmat ion. -

With regard to language acquisitiori, the Cartesian binguistis

reflects the position of the rationalist psychology of the

XVIII century, with the contribution of mmd to the human

}mowledge. Lariguage acquisition is a matter of growth asid

maturity of faculties under appropriate exterrial conditions.

Tbe form of language that is acquired is deterinined mainly

by internal factors : a child can learn any language due to

tI-ie universais of language, hike sound asid structure.

3.3. THE PSYCHOLINCUITICS OF TAXONOMIC GRAMfrLLR

The theory identified with Noam Chomsky, Norris Hahle,ltieir

cohleagues and students, have brought a radical change

9 ) CHOMSKY, 6loam Lingustica Cartesiana. Biblioteca Ronritica
Hsspm.ca. Edt. Gredos S.A. Madrid. Pág. 106
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w±thiii generative grarimar.

Most pyschologists treated problerns about the asiniilation

and explorat±on of Linguistic structure only as a base to

the general theory of learning arid the viewsof psychological

rnechariisms.

In the American traditiorx, the earliest widely accepted

psyctolinguistic works with meaning whicb provide to nny

speakers wbo know about tbeir lariguage and know this

kriowledge is implemerited in a verbal behavior.

In 1938, Skinner said tTThe response of a determinedperson

reflects and produces the eliciting or descriminative stimulus

of another person	 ( 10

A sentence is viewed as a behavior chain, each e1enent of

which provides a conditoned stimulus for the production of

the succedirig element. Whatever the graematical structure

is, the sentence must be in function of the character of

the associations among its elements.

Are John and Mary comí ng ?

(lo ) SKINNLR Psychology of Language. McGraw bock Compañy.
1938 - Pág. 2l
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Is Jobn and Mary coming ?

T111e first sentence is correct arid has association with its

elements. Tbe second one, being a sentence, it ±5 not syntac

tically aócepted, but it bas its graniTiatical structure

analysing it word by word.

In the correct sentence the number of the verh phrase is

governed by the number of the noun phrase, hut the product ion

of the verb pbrase precedes the production of tbe noun

phrase.

The speaker's utterance of a plural verb, can not be

descriminated to an autoclitic response to bis production

of a plural noun.

Such cases argue for a yiew of integration of speech event

accord±ng to wbich tl-ie output is planned in sequencesionger

than single elements. Somehow, we must account for the fact

that sequence wbich occur relatively late, but view of

speech as a reflected chain does not permits us-to do.

Siniilarly, if the speech event does not have structures,

yet there is ari emergency speech of associations of bonds

between tbe elemental linguistic foros, how are we to
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El

account for even the gross facts about the organization of

sentences into pbrase ? It is obvious tbat in a sentence

like : TEL BOY AND TI-1 GIRE LEFT TEL HOUSE. There is sorne

specially closer relation between the words : TEL BOY AND

TEL GIRE on one had, and in the words : LEFT TI-lE HOUSE, on

the other hand. But this relation can not be a consequence

of the nature of the associative connection between any of

the adyacent words, since the segmentation of a sentence

into majar pbrases is independant of the particular lexical

items occurring at the pbrase boundary.

Notice that in : TI-LE BOY AND THE GIRL LEFI TER 1-IOUSE. The

majar phrase boundany occurs between GIEL and LEFT. But in:

WHERE IS TER 1-TOUSE TER GIRL LEFT ? It cloes not.

Many psychologists who have noticed this sort of difficuliies

with associatjve chain theories of examplified series of

conduct have attempted to remedy them by using thetheorical

mechanism of analysis of learning. The constructive theory

in psycholo' must be litaraily defined in tens of the

vairables of stimulus - response. fEbe success of abehavior

is conditioned to the association of coupled responses one

to the otEen. The Psychologist wbo accepts the point of

view of the structure of language is facing a double probiem:
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First, he rnust explain how Taxonomic Stncture is ILearned

and describe the pschological mechariism invoived in the

forrtion and agreement of taxonomic clLasses, principles

are thus needed in child T s ability to learn the groupirig

of elements into classes at each linguistic level and for

his ability, to learri the regularities underlined in the

distribution of symbois.

Second,. the Psycholonguist rnust provide a nodel for the way

of taxonomic inforoation about language structure which is

used by the adults and the organization of verbal behavior.

In short, "TaxonojrLic Linguistics is presented with its

contenporary the Psychology as a drawing os lapguage T . ( 11)

Because Taxonomy is a description.

3J.	 STRUCTURALISM IN LINCUISTICS

The taro ustructuretl has reached toe considerable value

in Linguistic, therefore it is considered as a structural

adjective that modifies it, from where structuralism and

structuralList appear, tenrs which are very iportant

within Linguistics.

11 ) OSCOOD and SEBEO}K. Psychology of tbe Language. McCraw Book
Co. Pág. 52.
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We consider that the bases of this movement were on the

teacbings of Saussure in Ginebra, but in spite of being

ttie precursor of structuralism, he never used the word

"structure". He considered the usystemrT as the essential

thing. Saussure mechariism of analysis of learning. The

constructive theory in psychology rnust be literallydefined

in terms of the variables of stimulus - response. The

success of a bebavior is conditioned to the association

of coupled responses one to the other. The Psychologist

who accepts the point of view of the structure of language

is facing a double problem

First, he rnust explain how Taxonomic Structure is learned

and describe the psyhological mechanisrn involved in the

formation and agreernent of taxonomic classes, principies

are thus needed in child's ability to learn. the grouping

of elernents into classes at each linguistic level ard for

his ability, to iearn the grouping of elements into clses

at each/linguistic level aM for bis ability, to learn

the regularities underlined in the distribution of sbols.

Second, the Psychclonguist must provide a model for the

way of taxonomic information abnut language structure

wbich is used by the adults and the organization of verbal

behavior.
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In short, t?Taxononic Liguistics is presented with :its

contemporary the Psycholoi as a drawing of language tt . ( 12 )

Because Taxonorny is a description.

3..	 STRUCTUFALISM IN LINGUISTICS

The term TlsructureU has reached to a considerable value in

Linguist±cs, therefore £t is considered as a structural

adj ective that modifies it, from where structuralism and

structuralist appear, terms which are very importarit withn

JJnguistics.

e consider that the bases of tbis movement were on the

teachings of Saussure in Ginebra, but in spite of be±ng

the precursor of structuralism, he never used the word

"structure". He considerad the "systern as the essential

thing. Saussure defines lariguage as a system that has its

own order, and that is "A system of arbitrary signs"

13 ) And in thas way, he taught it to his pupils,among

them Meillet who certifies and is in accordance with

Saussure, that language isan accurate disposed system,

"A complex system as a rn,ear of expression" ( 13 ) in which

13 ) BIVJITE, Emilio	 Problemas de Linguística General-
Cuarta Edición. Págs. 92-93.
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all of its elements are heid among them; besides, he indicates

that Saussure heid that system is a. joint of dependant artic

uiations on each other asid that could riever be iso1ated,nether

n contradiction.

Jhen we refer to the term structurerT, we have three Russian

binguistigs R. Jackobson; S. Karcevskij; N. Troubetskoy;

who led the First International Coness of Linguistics in

a study of systems of phonemes asid in spite of the fact that

they were the foliowers of Saussure, they cooperated with

their own ideas to rnake the term "structure" appear with an

essential value in which they consider that structure is

detenTlined as "structure of a system Tt ; and accordin. -Lo

cubetzkoy, this ter-in is taiKen from the sense of Phonology

in which : 1TTo define a phoneme mea.ns to indicate a place

in the phnological system'. ( l-t ) keeping in mmd the

structure of the system, that means, the Universalist pbo

nology that parts from the system an organic totaility

whose jnembers are tbe phonemes and whose structure i

subjected to laws.

These phnologists had a great acceptarice to give a defini

tion of the word "structure", in which they define as a

1L ) BENVENISTE, Einile. Problemas de Lingustica. General. Cuan
ta edici6n. Pg. 95
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simple comb±nation of elements, a whole forTned by sol.day

phonemes in which each cee depends on the other and £ts

relation among them.

After this, Louis Hjelnsley was in charge to analze the

Structural Linguistics and he defines it this way 	 The

set of investigations bases on the Hypothesis in which te

describe a language implies to consider it as aii autonomous

entity of internal dependance, or in ene word, a structure

and these entities are reciprocally. conditioned and each

one of them depend Qn certain other ones, which are consid

cred the linguistic facts in reason one of the other.

Such was the beginning of stcture and stcturai

as tecbnical tenns, but at present, the tenTi ustructuralisn

has glven place to many interpretations.
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CHAPTER IV

SEMANTIC INTERPRFTATION OF THE SENTENCE

4.1. SUIANTIC STUDY OF SENTENCES

'Tne sernartic study of a given language rnust explain the

way how serrtences are understood, interpreted arid related

with states, processes and objectsof the universe. It is

not possible to do this job directly, this couid be sunura

rized in these questions : What is the meaning of sentence

X in language Y ?, it is necessary to divide in intoa greup

of basic questions, sorne of thern rray be illustrated bymearis

of tbe foliowing examples

(1) His typewriter has bad intentions.

Su máquina de escribir tiene malas intenciones.

(2) Ny unmaied sister is maied to a bachelor

Mi hermana soltera está casada con un solter5n.

(3) John was looking for the glasses.

Juan buscaba los lentes. Juan buscaba los vasos.
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() a, The needle is tao short.

La aguja es demasiada corta

b. The needie 15 not long enough.

La aguja no es suficiente-mente larga.

(5) a. Many of the students were uriabie to answer your

que stions.

Muchos de los estudiantes fueron incapaces de res

ponder a tu pregunta.

b. Only a few students grasped your questian.

Sólo unos pocos estudiantes entendieran tu pregunta.

(6) a. J-Tow long did Paul remain in Monte Carlo ?

¿Cuánto tiempo se quedó Pablo en Monte Carlo?

b. Paul remainded in Monte Carlo for sorne time

Pa(l se queda en Monte Carlo por un tiempo.

A semantic study of the English language explains that (1)

is a sentence semantically anomalous that (2) in contra

dictory; tIat (3) is semantically arnbiguous; that (4) and
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(b) are paraphrases eacb nne, in otherwords, they are

synonym sentences; that (Ea) is a' result of (5b); tbat (Ea)

implies or assurnes (Gb).

In order to define these types of properties ard semaxttic

relationships, it is necessary to offer something more

than a' simple study of the meax±ng of each worci. AltIwgh

the ambiguity of (3) comes from ajnbiguity of CLASSES, it as

not possihle to consider the reiationship between (5a) arid

(Gb) by mears for a simple explanat ion.

In other words, to understand the meaning of a sentences and

its semantic reiationships with other expressions, t is nec

essary to know not only the meaxiing of its lexicaleiements,

but al-so in how these are related, this depends on tGie syntac

tical structure of the sentence. The syntactical properties

with semantic values consist of very abstracted granunatical

relationships in the foliowing sentences

(7) a. It was difficult to find the right page.

Fue difícil encontrar la pgina correspondiente.

b. To find the right page was difficult.

Encontrar la página correspondiente fue difícil.
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c. The right page ws difficult to find.

La pi correspondiente fue difícil encontrar.

fhe pertinent syntactical relationships for the semartc in

terpretations isthe sanie, in spite of the superficial dif

ference. So, the syntactic theory must indicate that in (7a)

and (7c) TI-lE RIGI-IT PAGE (la página correspondiente), is the

Direct Object of FIND (encontrar), and that SOMIEONE FINDS

TI-lE RIGHT PAGE (alguien encuentra la página correspondiente),

is the Subject of WAS DIFFICULT (fue difícil).

In summry, a syntactical theory must (i) Do reference to

the syritactical structure in precise form, (II) Represent

the meaning of each wond syntactically and (iii) Show inter

action between the structure of the rd's meaning and tbe

syntactical relationiship, in order to build up the interpre

tation of the sentences. Finaily, the relationship existing

between the interpretation and the subject discussed, musi:

be indicated.

42 STUDY OF WORD NEANING

The main point of a sernantic study of the natural lanuages

are based on the meanings of the lexical parts. Th±s idea

has been stated specifically in two ways One, it is has
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been expressed by the basis of the rrieaning, anci the other by

mears of semantic cornponents, that are the result of the

study of lexical manings. For example

(8) a. hoy (chico)	 mal.e ( macho)

b. giri (chica)	 female (hembra)

A rule as (8a) indicates that BOY implies MALE, orequivalent

sentences as : A BOY ISMALE, or IF X IS A BOY, THEM X

IS A MALE. IF X IS A BOY, X IS A MALE are analitical.

The basis of tbe meaning may also suffer logical constants

as Tandl (y), ttor (o). "no" (no), etc.

(9) a. man (hombre),	 male	 and adult (adulto)

b. woman (mujer)
	

female and adult

c. boy or giri
	

no adult.

d. female	 no male

e. man or woman or hoy or giri
	

human (humano).

The meaning of a lexical element is specified by the group

of all meaning's postulates associated to X.

The second main point of the component study, according to



this, the meaning of a lexical elernent is defined explici

taily based in ttie seniantic components, wbicb are not part

of the vocabulary of the 1anage by itself, but theoni -

cally conditioned elements with the purpose to describe the

sernanfic relationships existing between the lexical elements

of given language. These components are also relatedthrough

logical constan-ts as in the foliowing exaniples

(10) a. boy ( chico) : ANIMATE AND HUMAN HALE AND NO ADULT

b. ginl (chica) ANIMATE AND HUMAN AND FEMALE AND NO
ADULT,

e. man (hombre) : ANINATE AND HUMAN AND HALE AND

ADULT.

d. woman (mujer) : ANINATE ANO HUMAN ANO FEMALE AND

ADULT.

A system with such lexical elhments explicitaily defined

could be completed with a group of irnplying. rules. Examples

(11) a. HUMAN	 ANIMATE

b. HALE	 NO FEMALE

e. FEMALE	 NO HALE

d. HALE	 ANIMATE

e. FEMALE	 ANIMATE



These implying rules automatically com plete a rubric (entry)

which comes from reddacy as (12a) and converts it into a

totally specified form (12b).

(12) a. niño : HUMAN ANO frLAJE AND NO ADULT

b. niño	 ANIMATE ANT) HUMAN ANT) HALE ANO NO FEMALE

AND BO ADULT.

The rules for this type not only simplify the necessary

specfications of a dictionary but also they express important

generalities about the semntic structure of tbe described

vocabulary.

1t is obvious that there is a close connection among LEe two

types of study which we have just noted.

When considering a determined class of systems, acomponential

study as illustrated in (10) and (11) can become dirct1y in

a system of postulates and viceversa.

NOTE	 however, that the position of elements as ?TryaleU in

(8) ancl (9) is différent from "male" in (10) and (11), mean

while HALE, ADULT HUMAN, belong to LEe descrihed language

which does not occur with respect to the coml)onents MACHO,
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ADULTO, ANIMADO, etc. ( 15 )

PERCEVIION AND PRODUCTION OF SENTENCES

.3.	 CENERALITIES

"TThe sentence is the basic uriit of corrunicaton ±n ah

languages. Sentences are the building blocks which na]Ke

up o ur speech and iting". ( 16) A sentence is not just

a string og words; a sentence has an organization which

can be observed. 'Ehe study of lariguage shouid start with

the repetitión of sentences. It is very difficult to de

fine exactly. Linguistic Scientists find it vague and

circular the oid definition that "A sentence is a group

of words that expresses a complete thought. Even the

contains a subject and a predicate ". ( 17 )

Charles Fries analizes these two concepts : What is a corn

piete tliought ? What is a predicate ? And he says :

sentences are not expressed in the subject-predicate def-

inition. He continuas by showing that there are sentences

(15 ) LYONS, John. Nuevos Horizonestes de la Lingustica. Selec
cian e Introducción. Edición Catei1ana,A1ian
za Edit. S.A. 1975-Págs. 176-177-178-179-1807

(16 ) SADLER, Elva English Teaching Forum.Sept. Oct. 1969-No. 5 P.h

(17 ) FRIES, Charles The Structure of English. Engiisb Teaching
Foruin P. N. 1.
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that do not contansubjects, such as : requests, conrnndsu.

( 18

Exarnple

Silence, please

Close the door

Dr. Fríes refers back to the language as it is used in

everyday social situations. lo conversation he says :"Each

speech by one person can be isolated as an utterance unit,

that is a stretcb of speech that has silence at both ends

or a change of speakers". ( 19 )

W. Nelson Francis defines the sentence taking into account

the intonation and he says t?jj0 an utterance, unit

sentences are often signaled by sentence final intonation

contours tt . ( 20

Example

John is here

18 ) SADUER, Elva English Teaching Foruir, Sept. Oct. 1969 N°5 P.1

19) .FRIES, Charles The Structure of English, English Teaching
-	 Forum P.N. 1

20 ) FRANCIS W., Nelson The Structure of American Englisb.
Cited Book in English Teaching Forum P. 2
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Jaining the twa crtenia although, theí have relation, we

can define : Each sentence is en independant linguistic

form, no' included by virtue cf any gramatical contruction

that it has un±t of consence, own tonality, and it may be

composed of cae or more words.

4.4.	 }(INDS OF SENTENCES

Sentences are ciassified

a) By its form

- ONE MEIBER	 It has cae indivisible elerndnt, en

inseparable cae,

- TWO frllCER.	 It is a basic sentence. It has twa

elements

subject and predicate.

Mary sings. They write everyday.

b) By its construction

Simple, Compound, and Comple ; and defined according to

whether one, twa more complete thoughts are expressed,

aM according te the relations among the thoughts.



Examples

Simple	 Paul and My played and jumped rope all day.

Compound : 1 like Mozart; he prefers Puccini.

Compiex : This is the nan who ga ye me a ride home when

my car broke dowri.

c) By its purpose

- DECLARATIVE ; 1eLned as making a statement

He doesn't believe in ghosts.

- INTERROGATIVE : Defined as asking a question,

Do you speak English ?

Where did he go ?

She ±nsn't a student, is she ?

- EXCLMATORY : Expressingstrong ejrotion,

Ch, no, Not Margaret,

d). According to positon in conyersation

- A SITUATION SENTENCE : It is the one that begins a

conversation. It way also
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foiiow a cali, greeting, ex-

clamation, or the sterotyped

response to one of these.

- A SEQUENCE SE\TE\TCE : It is the one that continu.es

a conversation without charige

of speaker,

A series of sequence-sentences constitutes continuous dis

course.

- A RESPONSE STENCE It is the one that continues

a conversation with change of

speaker.

e) According to the context and the response evoked.

- A CPEITING : It Is a stereotyped forula used when

meeting someone, or parting; eliciting

a stereotyped response.

Which is often a repetition of the greeting,

Helio, Bili	 Helio, Nary

How are you ?	 Fine, thanks

- A CAUL : It is a brief sentence directed at clairning
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attention and eliciting response.

Nother	 What is it ?

- AN EXCLANATIQN ; It is a brief usuaily stereotyped

sentence with characteristics of

infonnat ion.

It may evoke no response at ah.

Ch i	 Chi	 (no responde)

- A QIJESTION : It is a sentence that ehicits a

hinguistic response.

Where are you go±ng ? Home

- A RESQUEST. It is a sentence that evokes en action

response of enother person, as the

fonnahilzed gestures that fohlow greetings

arid cahis. The action-response may be

accompanied by more or less stereotyped

hinguistic response.

Please, close the window. Olay (Action-chosing the

window)
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- A STATIENT ; It is a senterice that evokes a

linguistic or non linguistic

response called as a sgn of

attention.

1 met Johy at the off -Ice today,	 - Mm

4,5..	 WORDS AND SENTENCES

Many non l±nguistic think of the word as the bsi,ç unt of

conuunication. 'D-ie measuement of lapguage Learning by the

size of the vocabular, They taik about words in isolation

as nouns, verhs, and as they say the a particular word has

its meaning and its grajrvnatcaJ function detennined by how

it is used in a sentence,

Most of the words in English, as in our lariguage, have more

than one meaning which depende one the sentence structure.

a) The farmar went to his house.

h) The president went to the White House.

c) The House of Jepresenttiyes is meeting today.
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.6. THESJTENCE IN:TFAÇHIN

As we have seen, the sentence £.s the basic unit of connun,,

cation and as linguistic ha ye pointed out, conunicat±on is

prare1y in oral fonn (The natural speecb . usage) NeLson

Brooks says :' "Language in dialogue fo'm is the n-pst

accurate thing for the learner to involve a natural and

exiusive use of the aud±olingua1 and cognitive sk,ills. A.11

the elements of the sound systen' appear repeatedly' t . ( 21)

However the students need to learn about the elements of

sound arid structure that make sentence patterns and in this

way to use them the most often as possible.

4any teachers consider it necessary the dialogue utilization

because the students can practice and memorize it and then

to replace it by other sentences.

( 21 ) B}OOKS, Nelson Language and Language Laani.ng, CiLed Bock
in English Teaching Forum. Pg, 3
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CHAPTER Y

DIDACIC PROCEDURES

5.1.	 I€IHOD - GENERAL CONCEPI'

'The terrn rnethod desi,gns arly activity that applies sorne

rational order or systenatic pettern to differentobjectives

or goals. The rnethod helps to solve the problems about ed

ucatiori partially going from the particular aspect to the

general one or viceversa; in otber words, we either break

up the whole into parts or we make up the pieces into a

Whole unit'. ( 22)

5.1.1. THE 1ETHOD IN TI-IR EDUCATIONAL FIELD

It is the gathering of educational measurements or

steps based upon psychological, olear, safe, and

complete knowledge for the developrnent of the

capacities as well as the interests of the student,

and under logical laws, and when achieved personal

abilities, the sane way as an artist, they accomplish

the formerly proposed goal.

22 ) DEWEY, Jotui Los Fines de la Educación, Ediciones de la Lec
tura. Pg. l-Ñ
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This concept has the basic nments or steps of the

method; the logical one (every method must be coherei-

the psychological one based upon psychological, clea

safe and complete knowledge); the economical-didacti.

cal momerit (every method must economize efforts, musi

be effectjve ai-id be most direct, if possible); the

aesthetjc - ethical moment (made with the ability of

an artist); and the personal momerit (according té

the educator's being from whom it must get his

expression).

The method must use chariging and singular materials. It is a

general belief that there is not a unique, perfect and

inmutable method yet.

"The educator does not have to apply only one inethod, but

methods that from different points or fields may guide his

rk, keeping free from the fields he has to cultivate or

teach' T . ( 23 )

"Wc know there are different kinds of methods, we hear

about universal and rational methods, individual methods,

irituitive methods, mechanical methods, active methods, and

23 ) DEEy , Johj-i. Los Fines de la Educaci6n. Ediciones de la
Lectura. Pág. 114
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so on. In any case, the concrete educational realty that

the educator's action has, W111 charge of givng individu

ality to the universal rnethods if these have a scientific

raiik or hierarchy; these will help to project the educating

individuality in such a good way that it can prevent it

from the pure routine and repetitiorY t . ( 2

Hennann Nobi affiiiiis tTIat the action of the educator is

a wefl balanced combiriation of a game and a rnethodThrough

the gane we obtain the alive and personal contact, ternporaxy

and prolific; through the rnethod, what looks temporary and

apparently transitory becornes pernanent and in time a sound

spiritual configuration on the student's side tt . ( 2

CONOEPF AND APPLICATION IN TI-fE TEACHING

LEARNING PRCCESS

"To teach is to make sorne one learn, understand the rneanings

and orientate hirnself within the syrnbolic set of the expres

sions of our spirits, it is the essence of learning,correlative

function, in the student, to teaching, which ±5 the work of

any eclucator Tt . ( 25

2L1 ) SC1-CIIEDER, A. y J. Didáctica General. Trad. de la Sta. Edic.
alemana por S. Dufiaiturria, Publicaciones
de la Revista de Pedagogía. Madrid 1932-

25 ) J-ERNANDEZ E. Santiago Metodología General de la Enseñanza.
Torno II. Unión Tipográfica. Editorial
Hispano ANer±cana-Nxico 1-969-Pg. 14Ñ
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Consequently, there ,i.s not the only one teching-1earning

process when studying languages, therefore, it is necessary

for every professor to used arid develop ar ecléctic meth

od which takes form the others the most convenient aspects

for bis particular situation durng his teaching; the adrçin

istrative conditions, lü,s educators, the correspondi.ng

heiping material; the objectives of the course, a.rid bis

own experience, background and specialiy bis command of

the language he is going to teach.

11-ie contents of •the progrars (curricula) may be taught by

using any rnethod which always must hve four steps the

presentation of the new linguistic element; the period of

practice to obtain the in±tial cojrunand of such element;

the application of the learned material, and the constant

evaluation of the learned material to see if the students

have learned what has been taught. We reconend that the

used method must be the least artificial and mechanic as

possible, so that the learbing becomes interesfing,

motivating and effective as well.

When speaking a langiage (lnglish in our case) four ele

ments have to be used : sounjs, words, structures and

meanings. All of these appropriately combined express our

thoughts, needs or wisbes, according to the situation they
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arise in, and in its pecisely seiect.ion of sorne of these

possihle combinations which constitute ttie contents of the

program. The rois of the professor is simply to create the

appropriate conditions so that learning can be achieved,

He paragraphs or text books suggest a large variety of

activities (according to the specialization) in order that

the student can participate constantly and actively not

only in Iris classes but also cut of thein.

The new words aM structure must be presented by degrees or

little by little, in this way, the students will not feel

overload and frustrated. 'Phis is a very practicalsuggestion.

5.2.	 GPAIVIIVIAR TRANSLATION MEI'J-IOD

'Phe grarar transiation rnethod appeared at the end of the

XIX century. Its appliction is based in the recitation of

the grainmar and vocabulary. He prirnary purpose of grairunar

transiation is to prepare the learner to be able to explore

the literature of the new language, defining the parts of

the language, mernorising conjugations, grainmatical rules

asid translating readings tI-irough the use of a bilingual

dictionary or glos.sary, and so that the learner can acquire

a general capacity in order to learn.
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As the neme of the wethod is read, it implies much of the

learn ing time devoted to trarislation, the literacy skills

are primary and very little or no attention is given to the

speech skills.

Transiation has en important paper as activity of the class,

for this reason, the learner did not get to acquire the

abilities of uriderstanding, speaking, reading and writing

the new language; theri, the abilities to spea,k a1ut airman

of the language and to recitate the rules are different

abilities.

Tbis rnethod presents the gramrnatical rules deductively and

it is folowed by meny exercises practicing the application

of the rule.

The vocabulary ítems are usually given in long lists arid

they are to be mernorized by the learners.

The books based in the grenmar translation method, begin

witb the definition of the parts of the language,conjugations,

rules to be mernorized, ecnaples explaining the rules and

exceptions. Bach unit has a paragraph in order to be trans

lated in the language that the learner is learning ard

othern in order to be transiated in bbc native :Language.
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These paragaphs i.11ustrate the rules of the leaned granar

in the urLit. The learner therefore, hopes to apply the rules

in the native language, This involves a mental complicated

manipulation of the conjugations in menrized order, thro

wing into the fround the way in which trarislation might be

adapted. As a result, larners are not capable touse the

language en they sometimes develop a complex of inferiqrity

axiut language is general.

Exceptionally, the clever students do learn a foreign lan

guage by this method. The graJwr translation method in

our days is widely descredíted.

5.3.	 DIRECT MEIHOD

TTTbe direct mettiod for teaching a foreign language Ls char

actenized by the emphasLs £n the presentation of words and

sentences to the students, showi.ng its meariing without

translation or guaiutcal analysis". ( 26

T'ne central idea of the direct mettiod is the associa,tion of

words and sentences with its meaning throu gh demonstration,

dramatization and assignment. It is based in the Ttteachingu

26 ) LADO, Robert Language Teaching. A Scientific Approach.
McGraw E-Iill Publishing Co. LID. Bombay,
New Delhi, Pág. 215
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of language tbrcugh l-ig1iage tt . ( 27 ) So, teach.ing is carie

out .in the own language that is studied. The importance of

this method is the learning of language in significant sit

uation, to exile the given habits by the native language,

so the learner can acquire everything that belongs to the

language he is studying

,Mis metho1,1 in eddition to ernphasize the direct contactwith

the foreign language, usually eliminates translation and

memorization of rules, conjugations, and in several cases

it introduces phonetic transcriptioni.

The direct rnethod says that ; To learn a foreing language

is the sama thing as to learn the native language; this

means, to expose the student to the foreigu language di

rectly and he will record everything in bis mmd. This is

true only in a certain point, because the psychology of

learning a foreign language defers on this way of learning.

'According to Charles Hadschin, the direct method must

be based in the following principles

1. Much attention in teacning prnriciation, prcipally

27 ) gERrCI, Inideo G.	 Hacia una Didc Lica Cenerci Dinjnica.
2da. Edic. Edit. hapelus. Buenos Aires
1973. Pág. 301
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in the fírst months.

2. Oral presentatipn of the Lroks before reading!

3. Teaching of granar in an intuitively wa .y haying

the learner get to the rules that must be learned,

through several examples.

. Written works rnust be about the material that was

assirnilated by the learner.

S. 'ftanslation must not he made in the first step Qf

learning the language. This wust be carried -out

when the students are is in more advanced steps of

learning and besides in aminimal part as possible.

In other words, avoid translation.

6. Use the maximum objectivity having as a base ttie

didactic elements and circundant realityTt.

54	 AIJDIO-LINGUAL MEIHOD

The audio-lingual method in language teaching developed on

one hand, as a reaction to the previously dominant grammar

transiation method, and, on the other hand, as a result of
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development in the area of linguist±cs arid psychology.

It is the present tendency in teaching a foreign lariguage

through which the lea'ner rnust hear, after expressing

himself (speaking) before entering to writing.

This method mainstains tbat in teaching a language, the

speech skifls must precede the literacy skills, since its

philosophy is the belief that the learrier will reach to

the objective of reading arid writing better after he or

she has already had sorne experience with the speech skills.

A typical lessori based in the audio-lingual method always

begins with sorne auditive activities. The auditive activ

ities will be conducted to the oral practice with several

exerises, only after a considerable oral exercising, the

learners will continue with the reading and writting of the

topic he has practiced orally.

t 'The maxirnurn developnent of the audio-lingual mcthod took

place with the school of behavior in psychology. Theimportant

contribution of descriptive linguistics to the audio-lingual

rnethod lies in the foliowing principies

- Speech is considered prirnary

- Eiich language rnust be viewed within its own context as a

urnque system.
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- The speaker of a 1ariguge may Jiow nothing about the

language although hes capable of using it.

bearning a new lariguage should be viewed as sequence of

activities leading to habit fçrmation". ( 28

All these linguistic prnciples wehl conibned th the

trerid toward behavioristic psychology. Behaviorist±c

psychology developed a mechanicist approac]T1 toward lea2ning

a series of stimuhi - responses, the connection aniong which

was created by the effort in the correct answer.

"Let us see a scheme of learning a foreign language bsed

it the audio-lingual method

1. Substitution of functional vocabulary of a foreign lan

guage sufficiently repeated in different situations.

2. Tbe vocabulary is learned and fixed within a situation

near to reahity arid within a context of a dialogue.

3. The learner repeats the learned words in a lesson by

means of the dialogue with the teacher and his mates.

28 ) DUBIN, F. and ELITE, O. Facilitating Language Learning. A
guide for the ESL/EFL Teacher.Pg.73
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. Each class must 1e sufficently repeated befQxe

beginning tbe new one

S. In order to perfect the pronunciaton, the learne

would record the leajrned l.esson, listen to it arid woulci

locate the mistakes, so he corrects them iniredite1y

through new recordings.

S.S.	 TI-tE COGNITIVE I[ETHOD

TtThe cognitive approach views language learning as the

learner t s acquisition of competence. It is from the

competence that the learner should proceed to perfornance.

The learner shold therefore, know the system firts. He

or she must know the rules arid then apply them' t . ( 29 )

So as the audio-lingual method. was a reaction to grammar

transiation rnethod, the cognitive method is a reaction

against the audio lingual rnethod.

! The cogriitive approach to language teaching, is also

influenced by botb linguistics and psychology.]he mentalistic

trends which have developed in these disciplines have guided

29 ) DUBIN, E. and ELITE, O. Faciiitating Lnguage Lea.rning. A
Guide book for the ESL/EFL Teacher
McGraw Book Co. Pág. 714
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the developrnent of the cogritive approach in language teaching.

Learning is thus viewed as an active mental process and there

fore only by means of meaninful learning the learner can

acquire significaxit knowiedge T . ( 30

Comparing both audio-lingual and cognitive methods, we observe

that the more important difference is the fact that learning

is viewed more as understanding rather than ababit forntion.

The teacher's job in the cognitive class changas toe, so the

teacher must facilitate the students acquisition, organizaon

and storage of language, rather than heip him develop automatic

response. Likewise, the embasis on sppech skifls of the audio-

lingual metbod is greatly minimized by the cognitive method.

5.6. LINGUISTIC APPROACH 	 DIDACTIC APPROACHES

Teaching a foreign language and English as such, for a complete

coirununication between teacher and learner it was viewed with

equity in the Second World War; from there, the insistence in

fonning basic preestablished and conventional sentences a.rid,

observing the form as a native speaker, expreed himself, the

student should iitate  and menrize these sentences as a

mechanism of learning.

30 ) DUBIN, F. and ELITE, O. Facilitating Language Learning. A.
Cuide book for the ESL/EFL Teacher
McGraw Book Co. Pág. 7L.
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These basic sentences would perrnit to observe tle different

elements that constitute the structure of a language : intc

nation, prnunciation, rrorphology and syntax. The d.escripldons

so obtained, gradually trarisformed in a pattern of basic

sentences and their vaTiations.

After the war, the use of electronic equipment, audio devices,

tape records arid other related items, made it pqssible to

provide and keep authentic spoken rrdels that made tbe audio

lingual practice more feasible, the establishment of this

practice becomes usual as a complement of learning in form

of a laberatory.

The audio-lingual drili joined to the contrastive study of

the target and the native written language since it permits

a high level of effectiveness to the linguistic approach

applied by a language teacher.

In spite of the notable variation of criteria observed among

different authors and specialized people, we can speak of

methods and materais which today aspire to be inodern and

that they usually contain

ua) Basic conventional sentences for memorization.

b) Structurai note to he±p tbe student perceve and produce
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the streani of speech and the sentence patternQ Q' th,e

foreign 1anguage

c) Pattern - practice exercises to establish the patterns

as habits.

d) La1ratory materials for oral-aural practice out of

class, and,

e) Opportunity for the usage of language in coriunicatiçn

rather than in translation' t . ( 31

So, the essential characteristic of the 1nguistic appr'oach

in based in the iinitatiori and memorization of basic sentences

as it is spoken by native speaiKers and massive practice in

speaking and listerning rather thari in transiation.

5.6.1. ORAL APPROACH

Tne oral approach focus attenction fundairenta1y

upon learning a language as a set of sribç1s to be

soken and understood when heard" ( 32

( 31 ) LADO, Robert. Language Teaching. A Scieriti fic Approach.
McGra Hill Publishirig Co LTJA Pág 6

32 ) FRIES, Charles. Teachi.ng and Laarning English as a
Foreígri Language. Pág . 8
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So, we have that riie of this approach says that

"Learners should not say anything that they have

not listened to first; they should not read

anything they Lave not practiced saving first

they should write only the material that they

Lave listened to,that they have used in speaking

and reading . ( 33

For such purpçse, this approach uses without

limitation every mean that contributes to obtairi

it	 sound fi]irs, manuals, written notes, writter

exercises, etc

The oral approach tries to develop a set of habil

for tbe oral production of a language and the

receptive understanding when it is spoken, specia

in the first stages of language learning.

In tbis approach, although the native lariguage i

avoided as much as possible, it can be used when

necessary to clarify certain explanations that ti

learner does not understand completely.

33 ) FRIES, Charles. Teaching and LearniTlg English as a ForeigT
Language. Pg. 8
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Generalizations concening structure or graaz are

a regular feature of the oral approach alth .ough, t1ey

are aiways intimately related to ttie oral practce of

the language.

'Ilie effectiveness of tbis approach dependes nQt oniy

in the intensiye oral practice but also anfundanentaily

in baving satisfactoru rrterals selected:ánd:arranged

in accordance with sound linguistic principies mininl

paire, consonant clusters, etc.

The oral appreach does not attempt the arbitrary

excius ion of all graphic sbols in connection with

language learning. The teachers can make use of written

syrnbols in the classroom, the students on their part,

can use printed manuais or textbooks, they can take

written notes and even written exercises may be

part of the work.

Ihese practices are used with the aim that the learne

dominantes the language as a communication resoure,

since this approach contains twp coinplementary aspects

of comrnunication "Oral production and receptive

understanding?T. ( 3L1 )

( 3 q ) FRIES., Charles. Teaching and Learning Engl ish as a Foreign
Lnnguage. Pg. 8
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Even though, we want to ]earn a. foreign 1ariguge onLy for

a detenined actvi.ty (traris1ation understarid±ng, or

conversation), the rost effectíve form us the oral appmach,

Tiiis approach rnust be used at least, in the first stage of

language learning, thís is until the student can manipuia,te

the structural mechanisrns and the Language sound systeui1
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INFORMES EXPERIMENTALES

I. DATOS INFORMATIVOS

NOMBRE DEL EXPERIMENTADOR

NOMBRE DE LA INTITUCION

CURSO

TIEMPO

No. DE ALUMNOS

Víctor Hugo Rivadeneira Q.

Colegio "Rafael Larrea - Frarics"

Primero

28 de septiembre de 1987

Segunda

40 minutos

29

II. ORGANIZACION DE LA CLASE

PROCEDIMIENTO

MATERIAL DIDACTICO

Idiomas

Inglés

Lectura de los n6meros cardinales

y ordinales del uno al viente

Audio - Lingual

Tarjetero, carteles, pizarrón

tiza, borrador

FA

ASIGNATURA

TEMA

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO	 :	 Conocer los sufijos para la lec

tira de los n(ueros
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III. PROCESO DIDACTICO DE LA CLASE

1. ACTIVIDADES DE PREPARACION O DE DIAGNOSTICO.

a) Exploración de las experiencias de los estudiantes

- Preguntar a los alumnos si conocen los ri6meros car

dinales y ordinales del uno al veinte.

b) Preparación de la lección

- Establecer la importancia de una correcta pronuncia

ciaci6n en la lectura de los n6rneros.

2. ACTIVIDADES DE A]UISICION Y ELABORACION

a) Enunciaci6n del tema

NUMERO S CARDINALES Y ORDINALES DEL UNO AL VEINTE.

h) Contenido científico

1 one
	

7 seven

2
	

two
	

8 eigit

3 tbree
	

9 nine

L
	

four
	

10 ten

5
	

five
	

11 eleven

5
	

six
	

12 twelve
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\	 7

- Repetir cada numero después del profesor

- Repetir individualmente cada nimero cardinal.

- Identificar el nombre que le corresponde a cada nme

mero cardinal.

13 thirteen
	

17 seventeen

1LI	 fourteen
	

18 eighteen

15 fifteen
	

19 nineteen

16	 sixteen
	

20	 twerity

- Atender la escritura y pronunciaci6n de estos n6reros.

- Enfatizar la diferencia al pronunciar las cifras de los

n6nieros del 13 al 19.

- Repetir en forma individual después del profesor.

- Escribir cifras al dictado en el pizarrón

twenty	 four	 seventeen	 nine

twelve	 fifteen	 ten	 thirteen

- Presentar los numeros Ordinales

last	 first	 llth eleventh
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-

2nd second
	

12th twelfth

3rd third
	

13th tbirteenth

th foruth
	

l4tb fourteenth

5th fifth
	

l5th fifteenth

6th sixth
	

lBth sixteenth

7th seventh
	

IL7th seventeenth

8th eigiitt
	

l8th eighteenth

9th nirith
	

l9th nineteench

lOtb tenth
	

20tb twentieth

- Repetir después del profesor cada n6mero Ordinal.

- Tomar en cuenta la pronunciaci6n y la escritura de cada

uno.

- Escribir al dictado los siguientes n6meros en el piza

rr6n.

fifth	 twentieth	 tenth	 nineteentb

second	 eleventh	 ninth	 t.elfth

IV. ACTIVIDADES DE EVAUJACION

- Lectura de las diversas cifras aprendidas en forma indivi

dual.
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seven	 eleven	 sixteen	 twenty

f.ifth	 tentb	 eighteenth	 thirteeth

ACTIVIDADES COfrLEMENTARIAS

Ap1±cacin del Post-test.
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I.	 DATOS INFORMATIVOS

NOMBRE DEL EXPERIMENTADOR

NOMBRE DE LA ]INSTIIUCION

CURSO

FECHA

HORA

TIEMPO

No. DE AUJIVIIJOS

Víctor H. Rivadeneira Q.

Colegios "Rafael Lerrea-Francés"

Primero

28 de septiembre de 1987

Segunda

O minutos

29

II. ORGANIZACION DE LA CLASE

AREA

ASIGNATURA

TEMA

PROCEDIMIENTO

MATERIAL DIDACTICO

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO

Idiomas

Inglés

Lectura de los n6meros Cardina

les y Ordinales del uno al

veinte.

Cognoscitivo

Láminas, pizarr6n, tiza, borra

dor

Distinguir los n6meros Cardina

les y Ordinales del uno al

veinte.

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO Clasificar los n6meros Cardina

les y Ordinales para facilitar

el aprendizaje de su escritura,

uso y pronunciaci6n en Ingls.
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II. PROCESO DIDACTICO DE LA CLASE

1. ACTIVIDADES DE PREPARACION O DE DIAGNOSTICO

a) Exploración de las experiencias de los estudiantes.

Cuestionar a los estudiantes sobre el conocimiento

de los números Cardinales y Ordinales, primero en

el lenguaje nativo y luego en el idioma extranjero.

b) Preparación de la lección.

Exponer los grupos de n6meros Cardinales y Ordina-

les indicando el cambio que sufre cada uno de los

grupos con una regla, para que de esta manera el

estudiante evite confundirse con los demás grupos

y esté en capacidad de contar y enumerar en Inglés.

2. ACTIVIDADES DE ADQUISICION Y EVALBOPACION

a) Enunciación del tema

NUI1EROS CARDINALES Y ORDINALES DEL UNO AL VEINTE.

b) Contenido Científico

CARDINAL NUNBERS
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First Group

1 one

2 to

3 tbree

4 four

5 five

6
	

six

7 seven

8 eight

9 nine

10 ten

11 eleven

12 twelve

Second Group

13 tbir'teen

14 fourteen

15 fi fteen

16 sixteen

17 seventeen

18 eighteen

19 nineteen

20 twenty
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- A 6stos se los llama nimeios naturales porque van hasta

el infinito.

- En Ingles, se los conoce como los TEENS cuya, p.alaa, tra

ducida al Español quiere decir, los n6meros comprendidos

entre 13 y 19 que dentro de la Psicología viene a ser la

etapa de la adolescencia.

- El segundo grupo se forma añadiendo al numero simple

el sufijo TEEN.

- Hacer repetir la producción de los n6meros Cardinales

a los estudiantes en fonra individual y por grupos.

Preguntar a los estudiantes cifras, indistintamente.

ORDINAL NUMBERS

First Group : Irregular Ordinais

lst first

2nd second

3rd third

Second Group : Regular Ordinais

th fourth

Sth fifth

Sth sixth
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7th seventh

8th eighth

9th ninth

lOth tenth

llth eleventh

l2th twelfth

1 3th tbirteenth

l'4th fourteenth.

lbth fi fteerith

l6th sixteenth

l7th
	

seventeentl-i

l8th eighteenth

1 9th nineteenth

2 Üth twentieth

- N(mieros Ordinales Irregulares porque tienen su propia

forma.

- Números Ordinales Regulares porque obedecen la mayor par

te a la siguiente regla : Los n6meros ordinales se forman

• con el n6rnero Cardinal ms el sufijo TEEN.

- Los n6meros ordinales son adjetivos que indican orden o

sucesi6n nurnrica.

- En Ingles, el uso ns coman de los n6maros Ordinales es
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para dar una fecha.

- Pronunciar los n6meros Ordinales y hacer repetir a

los estudiantes en forma individual y por grupos.

- Preguntar fechas a los estudiantes.

IV. ACTIVIDADES DE EVALUACION

- Lectura de diversas cifras en forma individual.

- V.	 ACTIVIDADES COMPLEMENTARIAS

- Aplicaci6n del Post-test.
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I.	 DATOS INFORMATIVOS

NOMBRE DEL EXPERIMENTADOR

NOMBRE DE LA INSTITUCION

CURSO

FECHA

HORA

TIEMPO

No. DE ALUMNOS

Víctor U. Rivadeneira Q.

Colegios "Rafael Larrea -Francés"

Segundo

28 de septiembre de 1987

Segunda

0 minutos

20

II. ORGANIZACIÓN DE LA CLASE

ARLA

ASIGNATURA

TEMA

PROCEDIMIENTO

MATERIAL DIDACTIVO

OBJETIVO GENERAL

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO

Idiomas

Inglés

Estructura : SUJETO + BE + CON

PLEIVIENTO (FN).

(Complemento : Frase Nominal

sustantivos gentilicios y pro

fesiones)

Audi o-Lingual

Láminas , pizarn5n tiza, borra

dor.

Establecer diálogo.

Reconocer vocabulario.

Transformar oraciones a prgun

tas simples.

Contestar preguntas en las for
ns a.finitiva y negativa.
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III. PROCESO DIDACTICO DE LA CLASE

1. ACTIVIDADES DE PREPAPACION O DE DIAGNOSTICO

a) Exploración de las experiencias de los estudiantes.

- Formar preguntas con WHAT. Ejercicio individual

y coral.

What is Mary ?

What are you ?

What is tbat man ?

What an 1 ?

She's a student.

Fm a student.

He's a teacher.

YouTre a teactier.

2. ACTIVIDADES DE ADQUISICION Y ELABORACION

a) Enunciación del tema

ORACIONES QUE INDIQUEN PROFESIONES Y LA NACIONALIDAD

DE UNA PERSONA.

b) Contenido Cientfic

1 am a student.

You are am engineer

He is a doctor
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She is a nurse

p are students

you are lawyers

they are policemen

Nary is a teacher

John is an ecuadoriari

1 am a mexican

You are an architect

Peter is a dentist

Mary and Charles are brazilian

Juan is from Peru

- Formar preguntas simples : Escribir en la pizarra

varias oraciones declarativas

1-Te is a doctor

S + V + Complemento

- Formar oraciones Interrogativas

Is	 he a doctor ?

V + S + Complemento

you are an engineer

she is a nurse

you are students
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they are policemeri

she is a secretary

- Ejercicios formando oraciones negativas

S + y + NOT + COMPLEMENTO

He is not an engineer

Mary is not a nurse

Stie is not a doctor

We are not lawyers

They are not poiLicemen

Mary is not brasilian

Tbey arentt engineers

Wc aren 1 t teachers

Bob isn't an arcbitect.

NOTA : Para formar una oraci6n negativa el NOT va en tercer lugar

en la oraci6n, osea, después del verbo TO BE.

- Para la utilizaci6n del determinante A - AN : A : antes

de consonante. AM : antes de vocal.

- La utilizaci6n del determinante junto a un sustantivo

gentilicio es opcional.
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IV. ACTIVIDADES DE EVALUAC[ON

- Contestar las siguientes preguntas

Is Mary mexicar ?

Are you a student ?

Are they engineers ?

Is he a poiicerrn ?

Are we teachers ?

Is she a nurse ?

Are you blivians ?

V. ACTIVIDADES COMIPLEMENTARTAS

- Aplicaci6n del Post- test.
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I.	 DATOS INFORMATIVOS

NOMBRE DEL EXPERIMENTADOR

NOMBRE DE LA INSTITUCION

CURSO

FECHA

HORA

TIEMPO

No. DE ALUMNOS

Víctor H. Rivadeneira Q.

Colegios ttRafael Lar-rea-

Francés".

Segundo

28 de septiembre de 1987

Segunda

O minutos

19

II. ORGANIZACION DE LA CLASE

AREA

ASIGNATURA

TEMA

Idiomas

Inglés

Estructura : SUJETO + BE +

COMPLEMENTO : FN.

(Complemento : Frase Nominal:

Sustantivos gentilicios y pro

fesiones).

Cognoscitivo

Establecer diálogos

Reconocer vocabulario

Transformar oraciones a pre

guntas simples.

Contestar preguntas en formas

afirmativa y negativa.

PROCEDIMIENTO

OBJETIVO GENERAL

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO
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III. PROCESO DIDACTIVO DE LA CLASE

1. ACTIVIDADES DE PREPARACION O DE DIAGNOSTICO

a) Exploración de las experiencias de los estudiantes.

- Formar preguntas. Recordar a los estudiantes que

para formar preguntas anteponemos el verbo auxi-

liar IS.

- Ejercicio individual y coral.

This is a pencil.	 Is this a pencil ?

Tbis i  a bock

It is a window.

It is a door.

That isa chair.

Ebat is a copybook.

She is a girl.

He i  a boy.

b) Preparación de la lección.

- Establecer la importancia de incremento del vocabu

lario.

2. ACTIVIDADES DE ADQUISICION Y ELABORACTON

a) Enunciación del Temo
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ORACIONES QUE INDIQUEN PROFESIONES Y LA NACIONALIDAD DE

UNA PERSONA.

b) Contenido Científico.

Realizar los siguientes ejercicios de sustituci6n utili

zando las laminas

He's a	 teacher

doctor

She's a	 secretary

clerk

Alice is a	 housewife

engineer

businessman

John is a	 architect

nurse

dentist

student

- Formar preguntas simples : Escribir en la pizarra

varias oraciones declarativas.

- Indicar la formación de las preguntas : Cuando en una

oraci6n encontramas los verbos IS o ARE, anteponemos

estos al comienzo de la oración. Ejemplos
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He is a doctor.	 :[s he a doctor ?

Mary is a student.	 Is Mary a student ?

They are teachers.	 Are they teachers ?

- En el caso de las oraciones con 1 AM, la pregunta que

le corresponde es ARE YOU ....... ? 	 Por ejemplo

1 am a student,	 Are you a student ?

- Explicar a los estudiantes que es indispensable utili

zar el determinante A - AN cuando señalamos una profe

si6n. No utilizarlo con plurales.

- A cuando la siguiente palabra empieza con sonido de con

sonante.

AN cuando la siguiente palabra empieza con sonido de

vocal.

He's A doctor.

HE's AN architect.

iey're teachers.

- Continuar el ejercicio de formación de preguntas sim

pies.

- Contestar las siguientes preguntas utilizando las
larrunas.
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- He's not a student.

Contestar las preguntas con respuestas afirmativas

y negativas en forma alternativa.

Is he a doctor ?	 Yes, he T s a doctor.

Is Al-ice a nurse ? No, stie isri't a nurse.

Are they teachers ? Yes, they're teachers.

- Realizar los siguientes ejercicios de sustituci6n

utilizando un mapa político de América.

Fm	 (a)
	

Mexican

Colombian

Ecuadorian

Carlos isntt

They aren't

She's	 (a)

They' re

American

Canadian

Venezuelan

Argentinian

Chi lean

Peruvian

Solivian

Paraguayan

Uruguayan

Brazi lien

-
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Explicar que la utilizaci6n del determinante A - AN

junto a un sustantivo gentilicio es opcional.

IV. ACTIVIDADES DE EVAJJJACION

- Contestar las siguientes preguntas

Are you a student ?

Are you en ecuadoriari ?

Is he an engineer ?

Is the giri a housewife ?

Are you a teacher ?

Is the doctor Brazilian ?

Are thy mxien ?

I the teacher en anerican ?

V. ACTIVIDADES COMPLEMENTARIAS

- Aplicaci6n del Post-test.
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I.	 DATOS INFORMATIVOS

NOMBRE DEL EXPERIMENTADOR
	

Víctor Hugo Rivadeneira Q.

NOMBRE DE LA INSTITUCION
	

Colegios "Rafael Larrea -

Francés".

-	
CURSO

FECHA

HORA

TIEMPO

No. DE ALUMNOS

Tercero

28 de septiembre de 1987

Segunda

'-LO minutos

10

II. ORGANIZACION DE LA CLASE

ARRA

ASIGNATURA

TEMA

MATERIAL DIDÁCTICO

OBJETIVO GENERAL

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO

PROCEDIMIENTO

Idiomas

Ing1s

Preguntas de Informaci6n

WHAT, WERE, WHO.

Láminas, pizarr6n, tiza, b

rrador.

Establecer diálogos.

Formar preguntas.

Contestar preguntas.

Audio-Lingual
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III. PROCESO DIDACTICO DE LA CLASE

1. ACTIVIDADES DE PREPARACION O DE DIAGNOSTICO

- Solicitar a los estudiantes, contesten las siguientes

preguntas

What is your name ?

Where is your house ?

Wbere is your high school located ?

Who is your father ?

Who is your History Teacher ?

Who is ycur English Teacher ?

What is this ? (señalando objetos del aula)

What is that ?

2. ACTIVIDADES DE AUISICION Y ELABORACION

a) Enunciación del tema

PREGUNTAS DE INFOPM4CION CON WHAT, WI-[ERE, WHO.

b) Contenido Científico

John i s drinking mi 1k.

Is John drinking milk ?

What is John drinking ?
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Paul is studying in the library.

Is Paul studying in the library?

Where is Paul studying ?

Peter is working now.

Is Peter working now ?

Who is working now ?

- Cambiar las siguientes oraciones a preguntas, luego

utilizarlas con las Palabras Interrogativas (WHAT)

Utilizar el verbo auxiliar adecuado.

John is drin]ng tea.

Paul is drinking water.

Mary is repeating the exercises.

Mr. Pérez is learning a poem.

The students are studying the lesson.

- Cambiar las siguientes oraciones a preguntas, luego

utilizar la Palabra Interrogativa WHEPE.

Paul is living in Quito.

Nancy is eating at the restaurant.

They are playing tennis at the park.

She is practicing the iesson in ciass.

The teacher is reading is the classroorn.
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- Cambiar las siguientes oraciones a preguntas luego

utilizar la Palabra Interrogativa WHO.

Mary is listening to the teacher.

Mc. Estrella is my English Teacher.

Mr. C6mez is my father.

is your classmate.

The teacher is visiting Mary.

IV. ACTIVIDADES DE EVALIJACION

- Utilizar una de las Palabras Interrogativas T JI-1AT, WHERE o

WHO para completar la pregunta y contestarla en foni Índi

vidual.

you doing, listerning or speaking ?

WHAT are you doing, lstening or speaking ?

Pm speaking.

he doing, reading or writing ?

he reading, astronomy or history ?

they doing, dancing or taiking ?

she singing, in the theater or in a club?

they studying, in the kitchen or in the bedroom?

he cioing, sleeping or studying ?

is working, Paul or Peter ?
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V.	 ACTIVIDADES COMPLEMENTARLAS

- Aplicaci&i del Post - test,
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I. DATOS INFORMATIVOS

II. ORGANIZACION DE LA CLASE

ALFA

ASIGNATURA

TEMA

PROCEDIMIENTO

MATERIAL DIDACIICO

OBJETIVO GENERAL

OBJETIVO ESPECIFICO

Víctor Hugo Rivadeneira Q.

Colegios "Rafale Larea-

FraYiCS".

Tercero

28 de septiembre de 1987

Segunda

O minutos

10

Idiomas

Ingles

Preguntas de Información

WI-JAT, WHERE, WHO.

Ggnoscitivo.

Figuras, pi zarrn, tiza,

borrador.

Establecer diálogos.

Formar preguntas.

Contestar preguntas.

NOMBRE DEL EXPERIMENTADOR

NOMBRE DE LA INSTITUCION

CURSO

FECHA

HORA

TIEMPO

No. DE ALUMNOS

III. PROCESO DIDACTICO DE LA CLASE

1. ACTIVIDADES DE PREPARACION 0 DE DIAGNOSTICO
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a) Exploración de las experiencias de los estudiantes.

- Solicitar a los estudiantes que contesten las si-

guientes preguntas de infonnaci6n

What is your neme ?

Where is your hause ?

What is your last neme ?

Where is your hígh school located ?

Who is your father ?

Who is your Eng]ish Teacher ?

Whatis this ? (señalando objetos del aula)

Whatisthat?

2. ACTIVIDADES DE ADQUISICICN Y ELÁBORACION

a) Enunciaci6n del tema

PREGUNTAS DE INFORMACION W1-IAT, WHERE, WHO.

b) Contenido Científico

Formar preguntas. YES/NO, para lo, cual utilizare

ns los verbos auxiliares IS o ARE.

He is speaking.	 Is he speaking ?

-
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	he boys are reding.	 Are the boys reading ?

- Anteponer la Palabra Interrogativa a la pregunta.

WI-TAT is he speaking ?

WHERE is he speaking ?

WIiO is he spea]dng ?

- WHAT tiene como respuesta cosas o acciones.

- Wi-IERE : lugar

- WHO	 personas

- Ejercitar oralmente. Corregir la pronunciación.

What is he doing, reading or Yrriting ?

He is reading.

Where is she singing, in a theateror in a club ?

She is singing in a theater.

WIo are they speaking, the man or the teacher ?

They are speaking to the teacher.

IV. ACTIVIDADES DE EVALUACION

- Realizar el anterior ejercicio oralmente, individual.
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V.	 ACTIVIDADES COMPLEfrtENTARIAS

- Aplicación del Post - test.



PRUEBAS DE EVAIJJAC ION
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PAPA LA EVALUACION

RRETEST

COLEGIO
	

PRIMER CURSO DEL CICLO 1SICO

NOMBRE

A. COMPLETE LA SIGUIENTE SERIE

nineEjemplo	 eight............... ten

six ..........., eight, ruine.

telve ........., fourteen, figteen.

, fifteen, sixteen.

five ............, seven eight.

, tbree, four.

B. REPRESENTE EL NUMERO CARDINAL EN FORMA ESCRITA

El emplo	 four

8

5

7

11

1
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C. SUBRAYE LA PALABRA CORRECTA

Ejemplo : lst. (fist - first - f±sth)

l4th	 (four - fourth - four'teentb

l2th	 (twelveri - telfth -twelventh )

l8th	 (eighteenth - eigteen - eighteen)

20th	 (twentyteen - tweritith - tweriteenth

15tb	 (fife - fiveteen - fifteenth

D. ESCRIBA EN INGLES LA CIFRA INDICADA

Ejemplo	 9th	 ninth

l3th

lBth

2Oth

l7th

llth :
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POST TEST

COLEGIO
	

PRIMER CURSO DE CICLO aSICO

NOMBRE

A. COMPLETE LA SIGUIENTE SERIE

Ejemplo : eight ... nine........	 ten.

one ............., tbree, four.

nirie,ten............., twelve.

seventeen, eighteen. ............ , twenty.

, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen.

five, six, severi.............

B. REPRESENTE EL NUMERO CARDINAL EN CIFRAS

Ejemplo	 Two : 2

fourteen

twenty

three

eleven

one

C. ESCRIBA EN INGLES LA CIFRA INDICADA

Ejemplo twelfth : l7th
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9th

3rd

Sth

lst

8th

D. SUBRAYE LA PALABRA 'CORRECTA

Ejemplo lst ( fist, fírst, firth )

2ncl	 (second, seconth, secoth)

-tth (forth, fourth, furth )

7th	 (seveth, seventh, sevet)

lOth (ten, teenth, tenth)

Sth (fifth, fiveth, fiventh)
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PRIMER CURSO DEL CICLO PASICO

MATERIAL DE TRABAJO

CARDINAL NUMBERS

First Group	 Naturals
	

Second Group	 Irhe TEENS

0

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1'4

15

16

17

18

19

20

zero

one

tW

tbree

four

five

six

seven

eight

fine

ten

eleven

twelve

tbirteen

fourteen

fifteen

sixteen

seventeen

eighteen

nineteen

twenty

ORDINAL NUMBERS

First Group : Irregular Onfinals Seconci Group 	 Regular Ordinais

lst first	 4th	 fourth	 12th	 twelftb
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2nd secorid	 bth fifth	 l3th thirteenth

3rd third	 6th sixth	 14th foirteenth

7th seventh l5th fifteenth

	

8th eight	 l6th sixteenth

	

9th nirith	 l7th seventeenth

	

lOth tenth	 l8th eighteenth

llth eleverith l9th nineteenth

20th twentieth
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PRETEST

COLEGIO	 SEGUNDO CURSO DE CICLO BASICO

NOMBRE

A. SUBRAYE UNA PALABRA PARA COMPLETAR LA ORACION

Ejemplo	 ry is (Ecuador, Ecuadorian, Equatoria.n )

1. Alice is a (Mexican, Mexico, M'jico)

2. John i s from ( PerG, Peruvian, Peruan)

3. He is a ( Colombian, Colombia, Colombier)

. 1 am (Argentinian, Argentina, Argentin

S. Peten is a (Venezuela, Venezuelier, Venezuelan)

B. LLENE LOS ESPACIOS CON A o AH CUANDO SEA NECESARIO

Ejemplo : Jorge is .... doctor.

1. Carlos is ............boy.

2. Mary is ..............nurse.

3. She is ...............engineer.

. The man are ..............teachers.

5.	 He i 	 .............student.
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C. SUBRAYE UNA RESPUESTA A CADA PREGUNTA

Ejemplo : Is he a doctor ? (Yes, he is ) (No, he is) (Yes, he isnT

1. Is Mary a teacher ? (Yes, she isn't) (Yes, she is) (No, she is)

2. Is Peter a Mexican ? (No, they aren't) (No, be isn t t) (Yes, he is
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POST TEST

COLEGIO	 :	 SEGUNDO CURSO DEL CICLO BASICO

1'4OMBRE

A. SUBRAYE UNA PALABRA PARA COMPLIEfAR LA ORACION

Ejemplo : Alice is a (Mexico, Mjico, Mexican) 	 -

1. 1 am - ( Ecuador, Ecuadorian, Equatorian)

2. Juan is from (Brazil, Brasil, Brazilian)

3. Alice is (Aregentinian, Argentin, Argentina)

L• They are in (Bolivia, Solivian, Bolivier)

S. He is a(Vnezula, Vnzuelari, Venesuelan )

B. 
LLENE 

LOS ESPACIOS CON A O AN CUANDO SEA NECESARIO

Ejemplo: Jorge is .................enginier

1. Carlos is .................doctor

2. Mary and John are ..............engineers.

3. They are ................dentists.

L1 am ................student.

S. The man is ..............architect.
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C. SUBRAYE LA RESPUESTA A CADA PREGUNTA

Ejen10	 Ls he a doctor ? (Yes, he is) (No, he is) (Yes, he isri't

1. Ls he a clerk ?	 ( Yes, he isn't) (No,he is) ( No, he isn't)

2. Is Mrs. A1bn a housewife ? ( Yes, she is ) ( No, she is

( Yes, she isns't)

3. Are they teacher ? (Yes, 1 am ) ( Yes, they arenTt)

(Yes, they are)

. Is your father Ecuadorian ? (Yes, he isn't ) ( Yes, he is)

( No, he isn1t)

S. Are the students Mexicans 2 (No, they are ) (Yes, they are)

(No, they aren't)

D. CONTESTE LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS

1. Are you a secretary ?

2. Are you en Ecuadorían '	 .............................

3. Is J-ielen from Nexico ?

t.	 Is Fred a businessman	 .............................

5.	 Are you a studerit ?
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SEGUNDO CURSO DEL CICLO BASICO

MATERIAL DE TRABAJO

1. REALIZAR LOS SIGUIENTES EJERCICIOS DE SUSTITUCION

PREGUNTAS

He 1 s a
	

teacher
	

Is he a
	

teacher ?

doctor
	

doctor ?

She's a	 secretary
	 Is she a	 secretary?

clerk
	

clerk ?

Alice is a
	

hou sewi fe
	

Is Alice a
	

housewife ?

engineer	 engineer ?

John is a
	

businessman
	

Is John a
	

businessman ?

arc bit ect	 architect ?

nurse	 nurse ?

denti st	 clentist ?

student	 student ?

2. FORMAR ORACIONES NEGATIVAS

Pm not (a)

1-Je's not (a)

'rhey arentt

Mexican

Colombian

Argentinian

Venezuelan

Cenad jan

Chil ean

Peruvian

Brazilian
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3. CONTESTAR LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS

Are you student?

Are you en Ecuadorían?

Is he en erigineer?

Are they doctors?

Is the giri a housewife?

Are you a teacher?

Is the teacher chilean?

Is the doctor Braz±1an?

Are you a student?

Are the boys architects?

Is your father Ecuadorian?

Are you en Argentinian?

Are yu a Mexican?

Is your teacher en American
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C. CAMBIE LAS SIGUIENTES ORACIONES A PREGUNTAS YES/NO LUEGO UTI

LICE LA PALABRA INTERROGATIVA WHO

Ejemplo : Peter is wroking now.

Is Peter worklrig now

Jho is working now.

1. Mary is listening to the teacher.

2. Mr. Estrella is my English Teacher.

3. Mc. González is my classmate.

It. Mr. Estrella is my father.

S. The teacher is visiting Nary.

D. USE UNA DE LAS PALABRAS INTERROGATIVAS WHAT, WHERE, O WHO PARA

COMPLETAR LA PREGUNTA, LUEGO CONTESTELA EN FORMA INDIVIDUAL.

Ejemplo : . .	 .... are you doing, listening or spedng ?

1 am speaking.

1 . ............ is he doing, reading or writing ?

2 . ............ is he reJding astronomy or history ?

3 .	 ............. they doing, dancing or talking ?

is she sinsing in the theater or in

the club ?

5 .	 ............ is he doing, sleeping or studying ?

6 .............are they studying, in the IKitchen

or in the beclroom ?

7 .	 ............ is working, Paul or Peter ?
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TERCER CURSO DEL CICLO BASICO

MATERIAL DE TRABAJO

A. CAMBIE LAS SIGUIENTES ORACIONES A PREGUNTAS YES/NO, LUEGO UTILI

CE LA PALABRA INTERROGATIVA WHAT.

Ejemplo : John is drin]dng milk,

Is John drnki.ng ni,1k ?

What is John drinking ?

1. John is drinking tea.

2. Paul is clrinking water.

3. Mary ±s repeating the exereises.

4. Mr. Pérez is learn,ng a peem.

S. The students are studying the lesson.

5. CAMBIE LAS SIGUIENTES ORACIONES A PREGUNTAS YES/NO, LUEGO UTILI

CE LA PALABRA INTERROGATIVA WHEEE.

Ejemplo : Paul is studying in the library.

Is Paul studying in the library ?

Where is Paul studying?

1. Paul is living in Quito.

2. Nancy is eating at the restaurant.

3. They are playing terinins at the park.

'-. She is practicing the lesson in class.

S. The teacher is reading in the classroom.
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C. LLENE LOS ESPACIOS CON LA PALABRA INTERROGATIVA ADECUADA (WHAT,

WHERE, WHO)

Ejemplo : . .
WHAT

 ......is he doing, reading or writing ?

1 . .............. is he doing, dancing or taiking ?

2 ...............are they working, at the university or at school?

3 ...............are the lXys living ?

is your teacher ?

5 .	 ............... is he reading French ?

D. DADA LA INFORMACION SUBRAYADA EN LAS SIGUIENTES ORACIONES FORMU-

LE LA PREGUNTA CON LA PALABRA INTERROGATIVA CORRESPONDIENTE

Ejemplo	 The LDys are radinga book. What are theysdoing?

1. Nr. Prez i s learning

2. Paul and Nancy are living in Quito

3. 'ENe teacher is visiting Mary .

. He is reading the lessori in class.

S. They are writing the exercises.
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P051 TEST

COLEGIO
	

TERCER CURSO DEL CICLO BASICO

NOMBRE

A. ESCOJA LA PALABRA CORRECTA PARA COMPLETAR LA PREGUNTA ( WHAT

-TERE, WI-lO)

Ejemplo : ..
	 is your father ?

1 .	 ...................	 is John drinking ?

2 .	 ................... 	 is your teacher working ?

3 .	 ................... 	 is your father ?

is this ?

5.	 ...................are they studying the lesson ?

B. TRANSFORME LAS SIGUIENTES ORACIONES A PREGUNTAS YES/NO, UTILIZAN

DO LOS AUXILIARES IS O ARE.

Is he playing ?
Ejemplo	 He is playing	 .........................?

1. He is drinking water.

2. They are learning the lesson .	 ..........................

3. Nancy is eating at a restaurant ........................

.	 She is practicirig the vocabulary . .......................

5.	 The boys are playing tennis ............................
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3. We	 . do±ng.

. You	 . a student.

S .	 Mary ................a teacher.

D. DADA LA ILNFORWC ION SUBRAYADA EN LAS SIGUIENTES ORACIONES, FOR

HULE LA PREGTA CON LA PALABRA INTERROGATIVA CORRESPONDIENTE.

(FIAT, WHERE, WHO).

	

Ejemplo : The ys are reag.
	 WHAT are the boys reading?

1. The students are studying.

2. You are living in Quito.

3. He is speaking English.

14 . Jobn is eating a sandwich.

S. They are visiting Helen.
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PRETEST

COLEGIO :	 TERCER CURSO DEL CICLO BASICO

NOMBRE

A. ESCOJA LA PALABRA CORRECTA PARA COMPLETAR LA PREGUNTA (WHAT

WHERE, WHO)

WHO
Ejemplo ............is your father?

1 .	 .............. is your neme ?

2 .	 .............. is your English Teacher ?

3 .	 .............. is tI-iis ?

JS y0U1 mother ?

5 .	 .............. is your bigh school located ?

B. TRANSFORME A PREGUNTAS YES/NO, UTILIZANDO LOS VERBOS AUXILIARES

IS O ARE.

Is he playing ?Ejemplo	 He is playing.

1. She is writing. .... ........................
2. 'lfliey are working .........................

3. Mary is a student .	 ........................

4. Wc are studying .	 ..........................

S.	 He is reading. .............. ...............

C. LLENE LOS ESPACIOS UTILIZANDO LOS VERBOS AUXILIARES LS O ARE

-	 reEjemplo	 They	 ..a...........speaking.

1. She ...............singing

2. He ...............listening.
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HYPOTI-fETIC PRESTATION OF THE PRO BLM

The application of the cognoscitive Teacher-Student procedure

produces better results in the learning of English the appli-

cation of the Audio-Lingual or mechanical porcedure.

LOO ICAL 1-IYPOTHESES

a) The correct application of Generetive Trarisformational Grannar

leads tothe accomp1isent of teaching with cognoscitive ob

jectives.

b) The heterogeneity of the teaching-learning methods of english

prevents the accomplishnents of the cognoscitive objectives.

c) The ignorance if theory, methodology and application of the

cognoscitive teachlng tecbniques make the teacher/student

rk in the Engli sh Language.

d) The cognoscitive process is produced through preestablished

reasoning and didactic inodels concerning the learn±ng of the

Fnglish Language.

VARIABLES

Xl : Nechanical or Audio-Língual

X2	 Cognoscitive Procedure

Y	 Resuits
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MATRIX MODEL

MATRIX MODEL

(1-2)

LOGICAL MODEL

To satisfy tbe General I-iypotbes±s, using the ADEVA statistical test

which determines sigtiificarit difference of aIut 95% between the

results obtained by the app1icacton of the audio-lingual and the

cognocitive procedure.

WTHIEMATICAL MODEL

HO: X1-X2O

Hl	 XI -X2	 Y' O

tEAN INGS

HO : No significant difference between the procedures used en

the resuits.

Hl : There is a significant difference between the groups

(Xl y X'2) por la application of a result.
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STATISTIOAL MODEL

ADEVA

DEPENDABILITY LIMITS

The rejection region was calcuiated with a



STATISTIC
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4 CURSOS PARA METODO A
	

TOTAL DE ALUMNOS 107

4 CURSOS PARA METODO B
	

TOTAL DE ALUMNOS 119

CALIFICACIONES DE LOS ALUMNOS CON EL MEFODO A

15	 13	 13	 16	 18	 12	 14	 13	 10	 17	 14	 14

12	 18	 15	 13	 14	 14	 14	 13	 11	 15	 16	 13

15	 13	 12	 16	 17	 15	 II	 18	 1	 16	 17	 13

8	 9	 13	 15	 14	 11	 13	 14	 13	 17	 12	 15

15	 15	 5	 20	 13	 7	 15	 12	 14	 8	 11	 10

19	 6	 17	 8	 15	 19	 16	 i	 13	 16	 15	 12

11	 8	 13	 6	 4	 14	 17	 19	 18	 8	 10	 17

12	 17	 13	 17	 8	 10	 19	 13	 7	 18	 13	 14

11	 10	 19	 7	 14	 12	 9	 16	 15	 12	 15

CALIFICACIONES DE LOS ALUMNOS DEL GRUPO B

13	 6	 20	 14	 17	 7	 10	 20	 14	 18	 20	 17

18	 19	 19	 18	 18	 18	 19	 18	 16	 20	 19	 16

16	 16	 14	 19	 10	 17	 14	 19	 17	 20	 18	 19

18	 18	 16	 9	 19	 16	 17	 7	 19	 20	 19	 14

17	 16	 15	 11	 13	 18	 13	 16	 15	 18	 17	 16

14	 19	 16	 15	 14	 19	 16	 19	 19	 20	 18	 15

1 L1 	17	 13	 19	 13	 13	 14	 15	 11	 18	 20	 15

15	 18	 15	 18	 20	 15	 18	 15	 7	 14	 19	 14

16	 14	 15	 20	 17	 17	 17	 18	 5	 13	 14	 13

15	 20	 17	 16	 .20	 18	 16	 18	 20	 17	 12
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PRUEBA DE HIPOTESIS

MODELO LOGICO

El método 1TAT es superior al método "B' t . Al 95% de probabilidades

con el estadístico de media de proporciones.

MODELO MATEITICO

4o	 A -XB O

Hi: A -B>O

H2:	 A- Xí3O

HVEL E COJFAJZA

-	 /

MODELO ECIADI STI CO

,fl	 nz
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ME T O ID O	 "ATT

N	 Xi	 fi	 Xifi	 Xi fi

1	 20	 1	 20

2	 19	 6	 11

3	 18	 5	 90

17	 9	 153

5	 16	 8	 128

6	 15	 13	 195

7	 14	 13	 182

8	 13	 17	 221

9	 12	 9	 108

10	 11	 6	 66

11	 10	 5	 50

12	 9	 2	 18

13	 8	 6	 48

7	 3	 21

15	 6	 2	 12

16	 5	 1	 5

17	 14	 1	 4

107

3Z

XA

E	 =>	 5^ x ¿ 
zf¿ «x¿

- 43

3L(j

¿or- 	 azoro? -

kF

400

2166

1620

2601

208

2925

2548

¿0 / 3

1296

726

500

162

38 Li

147

72

25

16

20509
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ME TODO	 'TB

N	 Xi	 fi	 Xif±
	

fi

1	 20	 12	 140

2	 19	 16	 30

3	 18	 19	 342

4	 17	 13	 221

5	 16	 14	 224

6	 15	 .13	 195

7	 14	 13	 .	 182

8	 13	 8	 104

9	 12	 1	 .	 12

10	 11	 2	 22

11	 10	 2	 20

12	 9	 1	 9

13	 7	 3	 21

lLt	 6	 1	 6

15	 5	 1	 .	 5
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JI	 //y

1'l

( z

x	 D7-73

-	 ( >

-

-

4800

5776

6156

3757

3584

2925

2548

1352

144

2-2

200

81

17

36

25

31773
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q33
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o

\\z ±
JA	 41,

4C

	

/	
L/	 + ¿O3

Y	
'°

o.

ANALISIS DL LA HIDOTESIS,

	

-6.16	 -1.96

Como la Z calculada es menor a-i.,96 que es el límite inferior de la

Hipdt'-'si.s nula.. Rechazamos esta, y aceptamos la alternativa 112. Es -

decir 1-12 : X A - XB	 a

CONCLUSION .- El método B rinde mejores resultados que el método -

A.
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The compared investigation between the Audio-Lingual or Mechanicist

approach and the Gognitive or Rational approach, determines that

The teaching - learning process of a foreign language is referved

to the deep knowledge in order to acquire and foro actitudes in

the pupils, because they participate actively in the educational

process, keeping in mmd that learning is considered as a mental

process, and therefore, the student acquires knowledge.

Through the bibliographic analysis made, we can conclude that

The teaching - learning process of a foreign language is not

deteroined by any method, but that method, the teacher is who

plays the important role in the educational process, because he

must apply the method that he believes will help him achieve the

proposed objectives.

Form the Audio-Lingual and Cognitive approaches, we can say that

tbrough the analysis of the investigation made at Mejía High

School in the first and the second courses, we can demostrate

that the Cognitive approach ga ye better results, than the Auo

Lingual approach.
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We achieved the best results with the Cognitive apprQach, be cause

the student identified bimself positively in the application of it,

for it gives tbe student the opportunity to denstrate all bis

scientific tbrough reasoning, and he is abie to expr'ess all bis

restleness, keeping in mmd that, all these ideas wihl have enough

value for acquiring a better knowhedge.

By the use of the Cognitive approach, the student in obligated to

parTicipate, and in this way, he achieves better results for

himself asid for tbe teacherts.

]In the tbird courses, the most acceptable approach was the Audio

Lingual rather than the Cognitive approach. The difference jo

results arong the mentioned courses about the apphication or tbe

procedures must be kept in mmd for hater investigations such as:

tivation, use of didactic material, appiication of the steps

pointed out in the class planning, the teacher's preparation and

automotivat ion.

We must show that the resuhts are based only in one experimental

class. Therefore, it is advisable to mention that the new teaching

tecl-in.iques should be experimented as soon as possible at least in

one unir of study because such apphication will give us a clear

and precise idea about the correct and right technique tQ be used,

This does not mean that the results already obtained in tbis
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investigation were worthless, on the contrary, they are going to

be ana],ized by the students with the help of their teacher.

'Me teacherts responsabilitys great, because he must be in

contact with the generator system o --L'--' information, sucli as

cultural, technicai arid professional information.

The teacher is the facilitator and the guide of the activities,

sirice teaching is a permanent interaction between teacher and

student.

Sucli activities influerice on the educational field, therefore,

they must always be Iositive.

The study of a foreign language irnplies that the studentacquirs

a special interest over something specific, getting this, we can

create the need of learning a new language; if the teacher

profite this iriterest, it will permit new guided activities to

the now language know ledge.
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CONCLLJSIONS AND RECGMMENDATIONS

1. Saussure T s scientific bases are the starting point to

prove the linguistic science, because they ga ye ligi-it

to ma.ny crucial aspects of the nature and structure of

language.

2. '.Me lir-iguists of the Circle of Prague, see the language

as a dinaniic system of unclosed levels whisch can be

studied from the syritagmatic and paraditic point of

view. It differs from glosematics since it is purely

fonnalistic excluding substance as well as phonetics and

semantics.

3. The glosematic theory is suitable to synchronic states

of language. Diachrony .s not mentioned at ah. It defines

language as a semiotics on which Saussure was against; and

it defines linguistics as a discipline that behongs to

semiology. Glosematics is the final stage of a structural

description in the graMnatic'al scope.

4. Chomsky gives the contributions of generative transfon-national

grairnar to the advance of linguistics. It is a strong formu

lation, forcing to pay attention in problems in the whole
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1aniage and even i.n its júnijw1 details.

5. Every man is bern with the psychologica]. and neurological

capacity to speaJ, he learns only by listening to hisfollows

Language is uriversal1y spoken being available to all the

nombers of the human race; it changes tbrough the time and

space because of the geographical length.

6. Saussure establishes the prnciples of synchrony and d±achrony

emphasizirig the systematic thought

7. The established bases exphicited by saussure, the so called

postulates about the symbol, the properties of this, system,

value, shape, etc. have shoin to be the product of the new

theorical systems, methods of analysis and so on.

8. The analysis of mean.ing will lead us to systematize in its

classes on phonemes, and letters in graphomes; wbile the

analysis of meaning defines the sytern of the fonn (lexical

and meaningfui), aM the relations of sense.

9. Before the idiomatic fonnat ion, aur thought is neax1y a

inixed nass, only the hinguistic synbo1s make us distinguisI

it clearly arid constantly. In language, scubos and thought

become reciurocal lirniteci units hecause of its jcin1ng
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10. Lguage is fored in the society, SO language appeared in

the very moment mem needed conunication among the coninunity.

11. Language itself is a combination of structures and structure

is a system of units which has a solidary relation of

phonemes which depend one ori the other.

12. The taxonomic structure describes the psychologicalmechanisms

of formation on the ta,xonomic classes which is the neccesary

beginning in the ability of a child to learn a language.

13. Tbe taxonornic phoñetics is related to the acoustic and

perception of phonos, and the taxonomic phonetics to the

description of the identified strokes with similarity

(minimal pairs) or difference (variables).

14. A sentence representation focused to syntax, is formed

principally by the deep and surface structures.

15. Passivation contitutes a basica,1 process of the granwatica1

transfonnation that proves the evidence between two constructior

basic phrase and derived pbrase.

16. A transfonnation has to do with the chains having two ícJentical

noun syntae»les, one in the matriz sentence and the otber in
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the constituent sentence; this transfoniation is the one

which introduce the construction of infinite sentences.

17. It is necessary to set the transfortions by meax'is of a

structurai schome asid not only by nieans of teniis of

syntatic rnarkers; tbis fonieilation or condition han been

the reason for the transforuational rules to be, treated so

foniialiy.

18. The generative grasmar is presented urzder two aspects ; on

ene hand, it has syntaiiatic rules, asid oc the other hand,

st is enriched by the transfoncational rules derived fror

the trarisfoncational pattern.

19. After having held sorne studies (research), about psycho-

linguistics related with comprehenson - production, and

the acquisition of a foreigr language, it has been denpns

trated ttiat the didactical material asid the feactures, to

gother with the sensorial modality used by a professor to

teach asid drill, rnaJe largely easy the comprehension asid

understanding.

20. 11-ie gramsiar of Port Royal asid later Hunibolt 's poi.nts of

view (concepts), make the besis of the well knowri Carte

sian bsnguistics.
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21. To be able to interpret a, sentence, we must not use WQrdS

as simple lexicori (vocabulary), but we have to taje irito

account the context and the situation they are be±ng used

in.

22. Dialogue is the didactic tie, tbrough which the learner in

volves the normal and natural use of the audio-lingual and

cognitive skills.

23. The patterns of syntactic a,c}oiowledgemen have as a first

base the analysis, which facilitates the studentts

hiowledge of worci forna,tion and its grarmatical function in

the sentence.

24. Accoording to Chomsky : TtThe boy who is bern, Imows the

formal principies, presumptuously, universal ones, that

detennine the grarmatical structures of language", this

is the rationalist hypothesis which is taken as a base for

establishing a teaching technique of a foreign language

cailed cognitive.

25. Language and thoLight permit the measuring of a person's

external manifestations through the language.

26. In the teaching-leanijig process, it does not exist a unLque,

perfect and unchangeable procedure, consequently, it is
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necessary the alive, personal and productive contact of the

teacher, since in teaching special tecThniques thet mke the

procedure effective is needed.

27. lo teach is to cause learning; the teaching - learning

process identifies the needed tecbnique The trarsiation

based in writing and reading, permits the learning only ±n

dilligent students.

AvoicLing translation axid basing the meaning of crds and

sentences, the native lapguage habits are substituted by

foreign language habits.

i'he oral execution based in the auditive drill, perrnits the

real experience in language through a controlled practice.

The knowiedge of the rules and reasoning penit the uncler

standing as a base of learning.

28. 17he teaching - learning tecbniques, use moder techniques to

war their applicaion : the imitation and menrization of

pre-established basic sentences anci oral production and

receptive understanding are samples of the two approaches

toward second language learning.
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29. The receptor' s age cauce the application of a tachnique

The chiid listents in a natural way and he repeats in ar'i

intuitive form, therefore, he can learn a foreign language

sp1y through the word. Young people learn a foreign lan-

guage when motivation is relatedwith their interests; oid

people iearn a foreign language simpiy through the word.

Young people learn a foreign language when ntivation is

relatedwith their interests; oid peopie iearn a second

lariguage because it corripletes their skills or their

culture.

30. The iplementation of a class presents us two kinds of

organization : the traditional one in which it is imposible

to individualize and the modern one where its attention is

prloritary.

In the preserit iiivestigation, main attention was given not

only to the individuality but also to the audio - lingual

anci cognitive approaches from which the following

conclusions were obtained

a) The aboye rnentioned approches put into practice, we

observe that in the first and second courses we got a

better output with the cognitive approach as anappli

cation of the generative transformationai granimar. Wc

did not get the sanie resilts -in the third courses
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becaise of the fo.11owing pedagogical didactic factors

motivation, use of didactic material, application of the

steps pointed out in class plannings, preparation of the

teacher, oautorrtivation, etc.

This conclusion verifies the first hypothesis stated in

ti-Ls Semiriar.

b) It was not possible to apply the mentioned procedures to

the same group of wrk because ti-ie specific naturity was

considered as a variable that this groups obtains when

teaching the sarne class with tbe other procedure.

Ti-Lis conclusion verifies the second hypotbesis stated in

ti-Lis Seminar.

c) 'Me third logical hypothesis stated in this Seminar, was

proved when we got different results in the profitof the

third courses, concludirig that one of the investigators

did not know the theory, methodology and application of

tbe Cogriitive Approach.

This conclusion verifies tIe third hypothesis stated in

ti-iis Sejninar.
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d) The fourth logca1 hypothesis was verifieci as a ruLl one

because the experientor of the Audio - Lingual Approach

was plentifuli in reasoning and didactic material

previously establshed, from which we deduct that

Exemplarity, responsability, psychological help, capacity.

and dinamios of tbe tracher are valuable conditions in

the teaching - learning process.

Initiative, experience, auto-expression, personal res

ponsability, a socialization conduct to the own crite

ria of self education.

- To make en analysis of judgement about an oral expre

ssive behavior, it is necessa.ry to take into account

phonological and syntactical aspects arid in thos way,

ressolve the small est problems tbat may appear in

the study of language.

- It is advisable that he Audio- Lingual and Cognitive

Approaches already experimented in this Seminar, are

put into practice in such a period of time that uses

at least, one unit of study; such application will

give us a clear and precise idea for the adequate

tecbnique te be used when teaching a for'eign language.
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